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Sn/Pb solders are widely used by the electronics industry to provide both 

mechanical and electrical interconnections between electronic components and 

printed circuit boards. Solders with enhanced mechanical properties are required 

for high reliability for Surface Mount Technology (SMT) applications. One 

approach to improve the mechanical properties of solder is to add metallic or 

intermetallic particles to eutectic 63Sn/37Pb solder to form composite solders. 

Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn form and grow at the solder/copper substrate 

interface. The formation and growth of these intermetallics have been proposed 

as controlling mechanisms for solderability and reliability of solder/copper joints. 

The goal of this study was to investigate the diffusion kinetics and 

microstructures of six types of composite solder/copper joints. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM), x-ray dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS), scanning TEM with XEDS and 

in-situ TEM were used to study the microstructures and the chemical 

compositions of the specimens. 

The growth and morphology of the intermetallic phases at composite 

solder/copper substrate interfaces were examined as functions of time, 

temperature and particle additions. The anneal times range from 0 (as soldered) 

to 64 days and the anneal temperatures range from 110 to 160°C. The 

activation energies for the formation of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn at the solder/copper 



substrate interface were determined and were compared to the values for 

eutectic solder/copper system. The addition of particles to eutectic solder 

strongly affects the microstructure and kinetics of the interfacial layers. 

Compared to eutectic solder, the addition of Cu-containing particles increases 

the activation energy for Cu6Sn5 formation and decreases the activation energy 

for Cu3Sn formation. The activation energies for formation of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn 

are both decreased with Au or Ag particle additions. In Ni composite solder the 

Cu3Sn formation is suppressed, and the activation energy for Cu6Sn5 formation 

is dramatically increased. 

The effect of the particle additions on the diffusion behavior of Sn in the 

composite solder matrix and thus on the microstructures of the intermetallic 

interface were examined. A Sn diffusion model and the Sn diffusion 

mechanisms affected by particle additions in composite solders are proposed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Soldering is a simple operation. It consists of the relative positioning of 

the parts to be jointed, wetting the surfaces with molten solder, and allowing 

the solder to cool down until it has solidified. Soldering is an important 

technique in the assembly of electronic products. In the electronics industry, 

63Sn/37Pb eutectic solder is widely used as a joining material. It acts as both 

electrical and mechanical connection within and among the different packaging 

levels in an electronic assembly. The advances in packaging technologies driven 

by the desire for miniaturization and increased circuit speed have resulted in 

severe operating conditions for the solder joints and inevitably to solder joint 

reliability problems.1 An understanding of the physical metallurgy of solders and 

soldering is therefore of great interest, both from a fundamental scientific 

perspective and because of its technological importance. 

The reliability of the solder joints is associated with the wettability of the 

surfaces to be joined and the joint's subsequent ability to retain good 

performance.2 Understanding the reactions that occur during soldering and 

subsequent aging must come from a fundamental knowledge of the 

microstructures, thermodynamics and kinetics of the solder-substrate system. 

When two metal parts are joined by solder, a metallic continuity is 

established at the two interfaces that form where the solder is bonded to both 

1 
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metal parts.3 This metallic continuity, or joining interface, contains an 

intermetallic layer or layers. An intermetallic compound is a distinguishable 

homogeneous phase having a relatively narrow range of composition with 

simple stoichiometric proportions.4 In most cases, the formation of an 

intermetallic compound, by the reaction of the solder with the substrate, occurs 

during the wetting process. Intermetallic compounds grow at the interface of 

the solder and the substrate during long term storage at ambient temperature 

and more rapidly at high temperatures.5,6 The manner by which a solder joint 

ages is an important aspect of its reliability. If the intermetallic phases that form 

are excessively brittle, the joint may not be able to withstand normal operating 

strains. If the intermetallic layer grows too quickly, the solder joint may become 

depleted of the elemental constituent used to form the intermetallics and 

thereby change the properties of the joint. The interdiffusion processes which 

produce the intermetallic layer can also produce Kirkendall porosity which can 

degrade the mechanical properties of the joint. Therefore, solder-substrate 

reactions are critical parts of solder joint behavior. 

Cu-Sn intermetallics are the most common intermetallic layers observed 

between solder and substrate because of the frequency with which Sn/Pb 

solder is used with copper substrates. There are two intermetallic phases which 

occur in this system. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the layer that forms adjacent 

to the copper substrate is Cu3Sn, and the layer that forms adjacent to the 

solder is Cu6Sn5.4,7,8,9 

The effects of intermetallic growth within solder joints are not entirely 

understood. While the presence of intermetallic compounds are an indication 

that a good metallurgical bond has formed, the fact that these compounds are 
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brittle may also make them deleterious to a joint's mechanical integrity. When 

these compounds form as continuous layers at the solder/substrate interface, 

the intermetallic can interrupt electrical currents due to their high resistivity, 

effectively isolating the metals that were to be electrically joined.10 In addition, 

if these intermetallic compounds become too thick, the reliability of the joint 

can be in jeopardy due to cracking, which may begin in these compounds.5 

Because of the important contribution that the intermetallics make to the 

stability of the solder connection, understanding their formation and growth is 

important. Solder/substrate reactions fall into two categories: molten 

solder/substrate reactions and solid state growth of intermetallic compounds.2 

During wetting, molten solder comes into contact and reacts with the solid 

substrate. At this point, two processes occur simultaneously: the base metal 

dissolves into the molten solder, and the active constituent in the solder reacts 

with the base metal. Both processes will form intermetallic compounds in the 

interfacial region between the molten solder and the base metal. Many studies 

have been published that examine the reactions between the molten solder and 

the substrate.2,11,12,13,14 The solid state growth of intermetallic compounds is 

generally more complex and includes the problem of long term growth of 

intermetallic layers at the interface during the service life of the connection. 

Two types of solid state growth kinetics may be observed: linear and parabolic. 

One interpretation is that linear growth is limited by the reaction rate at the 

growth site, i.e., it is reaction controlled, and parabolic growth is limited by 

diffusion of reactant to the reaction interface, i.e., it is diffusion controlled.2 

The microstructure and kinetics of intermetallic growth in the Sn/Pb 

solder/substrate system have been widely studied. For copper in contact with 
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Sn and either 60Sn/40Pb or 63Sn/37Pb solder, the two intermetallic phases 

previously described are generally observed as a result of long-term aging: 

Cu6Sn5 adjacent to the solder, followed by Cu3Sn adjacent to the copper 

substrate. Cu6Sn5 is always observed in optical metallographic cross sections 

of as-soldered samples, whereas the Cu3Sn is not. It is thermodynamically 

predicted that both intermetallics are present in the as-soldered state. 

Numerous investigations15'16,17'18,19'20'21'22'23'24'25'26 have generated data on the 

solid state growth of the Cu-Sn intermetallics at temperatures less than the 

melting point of eutectic Sn/Pb solder (183°C). In most of these studies, the 

total intermetallic layer thickness is reported as a function of time at 

temperature, as opposed to measurements of the discrete thicknesses of the 

two Cu-Sn intermetallic phases. There are a few references where individual 

measurements have been performed,19,21 however, the data in these references 

usually only covers either isolated temperatures or relatively short ranges in 

time and aging temperature. The most comprehensive investigations of 

intermetallic growth kinetics for samples of tin/copper and 60Sn/40Pb 

solder/copper were conducted during the early 70s by MacKay and coworkers 

at the International Tin Research Institute (ITRI).15,18 The majority of the ITRI 

data were generated on specimens consisting of electroplated layers of either 

Sn or 60Sn/40Pb on annealed wrought copper substrates, followed by aging 

treatments in air furnaces at temperatures between 70°C and 170°C for times 

as long as 1 year. A least squares analysis was performed27 on the ITRI data. 

The results show that a parabolic growth law is an appropriate description of 

the intermetallic growth process for both intermetallic layers. 

The literature is in general agreement on several findings: the solid state 
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growth kinetics of Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 for Sn-based solder alloys in contact with 

copper can be described by parabolic growth laws. The activation energy for 

the growth of Cu3Sn is about twice that of Cu6Sn5, and the Cu3Sn layer is 

always thinner than the Cu6Sn5 layer over the temperature range of 90° to 

170°C. The relatively thick intermetallic layers are associated with mechanically 

weak connections. Some conclusions, however, remain in dispute: does the 

Cu3Sn form during soldering or later during aging; is the dominant diffusing 

species Cu or Sn; and what are the morphologies of the intermetallic phases? 

Surface mount technology (SMT) has been widely adopted in recent 

years by the electronics industry, brought on by the need to produce small, 

dense electronic packages. The solder joint in SMT is responsible for both 

electrical and mechanical connection. Sn/Pb solder does not have adequate 

ductility to sustain the repeated relative component displacements caused by 

the mismatch between the expansion coefficients of the chip carrier and the 

circuit board.28 Solders with enhanced mechanical properties are required for 

high reliability.29 One approach is to add metallic or intermetallic particles to 

eutectic 63Sn/37Pb solder to form composite solders.30,31 If the added particles 

have a higher melting point than the solder matrix, the composite will melt at 

the same temperature as the matrix. If the added particles have superior 

mechanical properties compared to the matrix, the composite solder is expected 

to be stronger than the matrix solder alone. Hence, SMT solder joints made 

with composite solder should be stronger and more reliable than SMT joints 

made using standard solder. Initial studies of these materials have shown that 

this is indeed the case.32 Although kinetic and microstructural data for the new 

composite solder/substrate systems are needed, only a few studies have been 
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conducted to date.33,34,35 

The main purpose of this work is to explore the kinetics and 

microstructures of eutectic solder and six types of composite solder used with 

copper substrates. The six types of composite solder contain 7.6 w t% Cu, 20 

w t% Cu3Sn, 20 wt% Cu6Sn5, 4 wt% Au, 4 wt% Ag, and 4 w t% Ni. 

In Chapter 2, the basic theories of solid state phase transformations are 

discussed. The phase diagram summarizes the temperature and composition 

range in which the various phases are stable in an alloy, and gives a systematic 

description of the melting and solidification behavior.36 Wetting, in which 

specific interactions take place between the liquid solder and solid surface of 

the part to be soldered, is an essential prerequisite for soldering. It depends on 

the surface tensions acting between the interfaces involved. During soldering, 

the solder transforms from a liquid to a solid. Solidification occurs by the 

nucleation and growth of new phases and involves a complete structural 

change at the advancing liquid-solid interface. The microstructure of the solder 

matrix in the as-soldered state depends on the solidification cooling rate.37 

During annealing, the intermetallic layers at the solder/copper substrate 

interface grow thicker. The diffusion of Sn through the solder matrix and the 

intermetallic phases, followed by reaction with Cu must occur for intermetallic 

growth to take place. The particles added to the eutectic solder matrix affect 

the diffusion behavior of the Sn, and thus affect the formation and growth of 

the intermetallic layers at the composite solder/copper interface. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM), X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) and scanning transmission 

electron microscopy (STEM) are the major characterization techniques used to 
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analyze the microstructures of the solder/copper joints. The sample preparation 

details for formation of the copper/solder/copper joints, SEM samples, TEM 

samples, and thin film samples are presented in Chapter 3. Ultramicrotomy was 

the primary method for TEM sample preparation and is the only method that 

allows all phases of the solder/copper joint be simultaneously analyzed by 

TEM.38 

In Chapter 4, the results of the studies of solid state diffusion kinetics 

and microstructural evolution during intermetallic formation and growth in 

copper/composite solder/copper joints are discussed. The intermetallics at the 

solder/copper interface are examined as functions of time, temperature and 

particle composition. The activation energies for the formation of Cu6Sn5 and 

Cu3Sn for the six types of composite solder/copper system are determined and 

compared to the values for the eutectic solder/copper system. A diffusion 

model based on the SEM and TEM studies and in-situ TEM thin film 

observations is discussed. The effects of the particle additions on the diffusion 

behavior of Sn in the composite solder matrix and thus on the microstructures 

of the interfacial intermetallic layers are also discussed. 

The microstructures of the eutectic solder and composite solder matrix 

are discussed in Chapter 5. The relationship between the microstructure of the 

eutectic solder matrix in the as-soldered state and the solidification cooling rate, 

and the annealing behaviors of the two phases in the matrix are examined. The 

effects of the particles added to the solder matrix on matrix solder phases and 

Sn diffusion are also discussed. 

The crystal structures of the metals and intermetallic phases are briefly 

described in Appendix A. The basic principles of scanning electron microscopy 
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and transmission electron microscopy are given in Appendix B and Appendix C, 

respectively. The statistical analysis methods used in this study are discussed 

in Appendix D. 
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Figure 1.1. Cross-sectional view of solder/copper joint. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BASIC THEORY 

2.1 Phase Diagrams 

In any alloy at equilibrium, the free energy of the alloy system will be a 

minimum. In principle, equations for the free energy of the various phases as 

a function of composition and temperature can be calculated and used to 

determine the phases present at equilibrium, and the composition of these 

phases. In fact, the available theory is not precise enough for such refined 

calculations in even the simplest case. As a result, the phases which form at 

various temperatures and compositions are determined empirically and recorded 

in the form of a phase diagram. A phase diagram summarizes the temperature 

and composition range in which the various phases are stable and gives a 

systematic description of the melting and solidification behavior of an alloy.1 

Depending on the nature of the two metals involved (i.e. the crystal 

structure, the size of the atoms, the valency, etc.), several basic types of 

binary equilibrium diagrams exist. The binary phase diagrams have been 

discussed in details in many books.1,2 Here only the Pb-Sn and Cu-Sn systems 

which are the systems interested in this study will be discussed. 

2.1.1 The Lead-Tin System 

Figure 2.1 is the Lead-Tin phase diagram,3 a typical eutectic phase 

diagram. In this diagram the temperature is plotted along the vertical axis and 

14 
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the composition along the horizontal axis. The compositions are specified in 

both atomic and mass percentage. 

Point P in Figure 2.1 represents the melting point of pure lead; point S 

is the melting point of pure tin. Point E is the melting point of the alloy with 

eutectic composition, tin62-lead38. This point is called the eutectic point and 

is at 183°C. Sometimes tin63-lead37 is specified as the eutectic composition, 

especially in the catalogues of solder manufacturers. 

Above the liquidus in the diagram, only liquid exists. Below the solidus, 

exclusively solid exists. In the intermediate range, solid and liquid exist 

together. If, for instance, the high lead-bearing alloy, Iead65-tin35, cools down 

from the liquid state, then at approximately 245°C (point A), segregation of 

lead-rich crystals commences. These lead-rich crystals are not 100% lead, but 

have a composition corresponding to point B in the diagram. As a result, the 

composition of the liquid shifts to the tin-rich side, and its solidification 

temperature is lowered. Upon continued cooling, this shift continues, 

accompanied by continuing segregation of lead-rich crystals. In this process the 

composition of the liquid moves along the line A-E, and that of the lead moves 

along the line B-D, that is, on continued cooling the lead-rich crystals absorb 

more tin. When the liquid reaches the composition of point E at a temperature 

of 183°C, it is in equilibrium not only with the lead-rich crystals of composition 

D, but also with tin-rich crystals of composition G. The composition of the 

liquid now ceases to shift, whereas crystallization continues at constant 

temperature and composition: the eutectic temperature and the eutectic 

composition. Thus the solidification process of Iead65-tin35 solder stretches 

over a range of temperatures. 
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A solder of eutectic composition does not have a solidification 

temperature range, but has a single solidifying or melting point. Other elements 

may be added to the solder. With low contents of these other elements, their 

influence remains insignificant and is usually neglected. However, the precise 

positions of the characteristic points in the phase diagram are then uncertain. 

2.1.2 The Copper-Tin System 

The Copper-Tin phase diagram,3 shown in Figure 2.2, like most other 

alloy systems, contains more than one of the characteristic reactions. Cu-Sn 

phase diagram contains several secondary solid solutions, i.e. phases which 

occur in the middle of the diagram with a fairly wide range of compositions. 

There are several phases which become unstable with cooling. For example, the 

6 phase decomposes by a eutectoid change into a + e near 350°C. e and rj are 

the only intermetallic phases that can form and exist at temperatures below 

350°C. There is a A7-phase order-disorder transformation which occurs at 

227°C. Above 227°C, the rj-phase exists as a disordered solid solution, but at 

low temperatures the r/'-phase has a structure that is a supperlattice on the 

NiAs (B82) type structure.4 

2.2 Surface Wetting 

Wetting is an essential prerequisite for soldering. Wetting means that a 

specific interaction takes place between the liquid solder and the solid surface 

of the part to be soldered. The extent to which a liquid solder will spread across 

a surface, or flow into a gap between two or more surfaces, depends, among 

other things, on the surface tensions acting between the interfaces involved.5 
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The surface tension is determined by the interatomic bond energies of 

the atoms. In the bulk of a liquid metal, each atom has a certain number of 

nearest neighbors, and the total internal energy may be considered as a 

summation of these interatomic bond energies. The atoms in the surface layer 

possess a higher potential energy than the bulk atoms, because they are 

incompletely surrounded by the other atoms. If the surface area is enlarged, 

more atoms take up positions on the surface at the expense of increasing their 

energy. At the interface of two metals, the atoms have two types of bonds: 

bonds with atoms of their own kind and bonds with atoms of the other metal. 

It depends on the various metal-metal bond energies whether these interfacial 

atoms have a higher or lower energy than the bulk atoms. The higher the 

energy of these atoms at the interface, the higher the interfacial tension.6 

The surface tension of a liquid, y„ is a thermodynamic quantity, and is 

equal to the amount of work needed to isothermally enlarge the liquid surface 

area. A system strives toward a minimum value of its free energy, and hence 

to a minimum surface area. A floating droplet therefore assumes the shape of 

a sphere, because this shape has the minimum surface area at a given volume. 

This tendency to reduce the surface area implies that there exists a pressure 

difference, AP, between the two sides of a spherical surface:5 

A P = - t ± (2.1) 
R 

The surface tension, y„ is not a function of R, the sphere radius, as long as R 

is much greater than the interatomic distance. 

Figure 2.3a shows the situation of a liquid-solder droplet on a solid 
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surface.5 When gravity is negligible, which is the case with small droplets, the 

shape of the droplet is determined solely by surface tensions. The pressure is 

the same everywhere in the liquid, the curvature is constant along the liquid 

surface, and the shape is therefore that of a spherical cap. 

The droplet selects the shape for which the total surface free energy, 

Fsurface 

Fsurface = ys
xAs + yisxAi + yixAl ( 2 " 2 ) 

has its minimum value, where: 7, - surface tension of the liquid, ys - surface 

tension of the solid, yls - surface tension of the liquid-solid interface, As - solid 

surface area, At - interfacial area, and A[ - liquid spherical area. From this 

condition Eq. 2.3 can be obtained:5 

Y is + Y / C O S 0 = y s ( 2 . 3 ) 

The shape of Figure 2.3a is the result of a calculation in which it was 

assumed that gravity could be ignored and that the solid surface is flat.7 In 

practice, the solid material will dissolve in the molten solder and the final 

equilibrium shape will always tend towards that of Figure 2.3b, since this has 

a lower total surface free energy.5 

From Eq. 2.3 it is clear that wetting , i.e., a small contact angle Q, is 

promoted by small values of 7, and 7ls in combination with a relatively large 

value of 7S. The surface tension of oxides are distinctly lower than the values 

for the corresponding metals.8 Therefore, it is difficult to wet the surface of a 

solid metal as long as it is oxidized. The reaction of a flux with the oxide on a 

solid surface causes an increase of the surface tension ys by removal of the 
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oxide, and thus promotes wetting of the metal surface by the solder. 

2.3 Diffusion in Solids 

Diffusion is a process in which atoms move from one region to another 

due to a driving force to lower the free energy of the system. If there is a 

chemical potential gradient in the system, atoms will tend to move from a 

region of high chemical potential to a region of low chemical potential. In most 

cases, the chemical potential gradient is in the same direction as the 

concentration gradient of the diffusing species.9 Therefore, it is convenient to 

describe a diffusion process in terms of the concentration gradient. 

Consider a one-dimensional system. If the atomic concentration is C(x), 

the flux of the diffusing atoms can be expressed as10 

J - D 0 , i 2 A ) 

Where J is the net flux of atoms, D is the diffusion coefficient with units of 

cm2/sec, and 8C/dx is the concentration gradient, assumed to be constant over 

time. Equation 2.4 is called Fick's first law. It shows that the number of atoms 

passing through a plane of unit area per unit time is simply proportional to the 

concentration gradient. 

When atoms diffuse from one area to another area inside a solid, the 

concentration C(x) usually varies with time. The continuity equation of the atom 

flow then leads to10 
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dC(x,t) _ (PC (2.5) 
dt ax2 

Equation 2.5 is called Fick's second law, whore C, the concentration, is a 

function of time t and position x. 

Consider a system, its scale is much larger than the mean diffusion 

distance of the atoms with a fixed concentration Cs at the surface of the 

specimen. As given by P.G. Shewmon10, by assuming that the diffusion 

coefficient D is a constant, the solution to the diffusion equations give the 

relationship between the depth of the diffusion-affected zone, d, and the 

diffusion time: 

d'y/Di ( 2 6 ) 

A detailed derivation and discussion of this relation was also given by J.R. 

Manning.11 Equation 2.6 gives a quantitative measurement of diffusion and thus 

is of practical importance. It is the form that will be used throughout this 

dissertation. 

During diffusion, atoms move from one region in a solid to another. 

Microscopically, during diffusion the atoms jump from site to site in a random 

fashion, known as random walk.11,12 In the presence of a concentration 

gradient, more atoms are moving away from the high-concentration region due 

to random walk than are moving away from the low-concentration region. 

Diffusion through various mechanisms including (1) interstitial mechanism, (2) 

interstitialcy mechanism, (3) crowdion mechanism, (4) vacancy mechanism, (5) 

dislocation pipe diffusion mechanisms, (6) grain boundary diffusion 

mechanisms, (7) surface diffusion mechanisms, and so on.11 The first four 
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mechanisms listed above are possible means of volume or bulk diffusion. Of 

these, the vacancy and the interstitial mechanisms are most frequently 

encountered. Atoms diffusing in different chemical systems may have different 

diffusion mechanisms, and in a single diffusion process, several mechanisms 

may operate simultaneously. The elementary atomic motions in a crystal for 

interstitial and vacancy mechanisms are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. 

Interstitial Mechanism: When there are imperfections such as interstitial 

atoms, the interstitial mechanism can operate. Here, an atom moves through 

the crystal by moving directly from one interstitial site to another, as shown in 

Figure 2.4.11 This mechanism is particularly likely for diffusion of small impurity 

atoms which easily fit into interstitial sites and do not greatly displace the 

solvent atoms from their normal lattice sites. 

Vacancy Mechanism: In thermal equilibrium, any crystal at a temperature 

above absolute zero contains a certain number of vacant lattice sites. These 

vacancies provide an easy path for diffusion. The elementary jump in the 

vacancy mechanism is the jump of an atom into a neighboring vacancy, as 

shown in Figure 2.5.11 The site previously occupied by the atom is the vacant, 

so that in effect the atom and vacancy merely exchange positions. Each atom 

moves through the crystal by making a series of exchanges with the various 

vacancies which from time to time are in its vicinity. 

Consider a randomly diffusing entity. If the jump frequency of the particle 

is independent of jump direction, we have10 
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D = -Ya2 (2.7) 
6 

where T is the jump frequency, and a is the interatomic distance of two atomic 

planes. 

Consider the diffusion of vacancies. As seen in Figure 2.6, a vacancy 

moves whenever one of the atoms next to it jumps into the vacant site. These 

neighboring atoms oscillate about their equilibrium site, in the direction of the 

vacancy, with a frequency v. After some time, one of the atoms will make an 

especially severe oscillation at about the time the four-atom window separating 

it from the vacancy opens up. The magnitude of the local free-energy 

fluctuation required for such a jump is called AGm. AGm is much greater than 

the mean thermal energy of the atoms, RT. The frequency with which such a 

large fluctuation occurs depends on the ratio AGm /RT, the ratio of the required 

energy fluctuation to the mean thermal energy of the atoms. A statistical 

mechanical treatment13 of the problem indicates that the fraction of the 

oscillations which lead to a jump is exp( -AGm/RT), where AGm is made up of 

a relatively large activation enthalpy, AHm, and a smaller TASm term. 

The mean vibrational frequency v is essentially temperature independent, 

though the vibrational amplitude increases with T. As a result, the expression 

vexp(- AGm/RT) gives the jump frequency for each of the atoms neighboring a 

vacancy. If the vacancy has z nearest neighbors, then r „ for the vacancy is 

r ^ v e x p ^ - (2.8) 
RT 

So D„ is given by 
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Ya2 a2 A5m A/ / f A Q » 

Z)v=——— = ——zv exp—-exp - (2.9) v 6 6 R RT 

where the equation AGm = AHm -TASm is used. Let 

D0 = — v e x p - ^ 5 - (2-10) 
6 R 

So 

D=D0exp—2- (2.11) 
0 RT 

is obtained, where D0 is called a pre-exponential constant, and Q the activation 

energy. Though Equation 2.11 was derived using a vacancy mechanism, it is 

empirically correct for other diffusion mechanisms. In a solid, Q has values 

between 0.1 and 5.0 eV, depending on the system and the diffusion 

mechanism. Generally, Q is smaller for an interstitial diffusion mechanism than 

for a vacancy diffusion mechanism. The values for D0 are generally in the 

vicinity of unity, although they can be rather small for interstitial diffusion. 

The noble metals (copper, silver, gold, and nickel) have been found to 

diffuse extremely rapidly in a polyvalent metal matrix, such as lead, tin, indium, 

or thallium. The diffusivity of these dilute impurities is from 102 to 105 times 

that of self-diffusion. The values of the activation energies and D0 value for 

Cu,14 Ag,15 Au,15 and Ni16 diffusion in /?-Sn and for Sn self-diffusion,17 along the 

a and c axes of Sn, are listed in Table 2.1. 

The very low activation energies for Cu, Ag, Au and Ni diffusion in Sn, 

make a striking contrast with the activation energies for Sn self-diffusion. An 

examination of the geometrical configuration in /?-Sn (discussed in Appendix A) 
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reveals that the atoms in the /?-Sn structure form a set of relatively open square 

channels along the c axis, while passages transverse to the c axis are more 

restricted.14,15 An interstitial mechanism is usually invoked to explain the high 

mobility of the fast diffusers. Interstitial solid solutions are thought to occur 

only when the ratio of the solute atomic diameter/solvent atomic diameter is in 

the range 0.4-0.6,18 whereas in these systems this ratio is in the range 0.7-0.8. 

However, Dyson, Anthony and Turnbull19 have pointed out that it may be 

possible to account for the tendency toward interstitial formation in the fast-

diffuser systems if the packing or the host metal is limited by ionic rather than 

by atomic size. For example, the radius of channels along the c axis of Sn 

bounded by the Pauling ion cores of Sn would be 2.20 A for quadruply ionized 

Sn. Therefore it appears that noble-metal and Ni atoms (atomic radii:20 Cu, 

1.278 A; Ag, 1.445 A; Au, 1.442 A; Ni, 1.246 A) could be placed in the 

channels along the c axis of Sn with little or no distortion. Here the Ni atomic 

size (1.246 A) is the smallest, compared with other elements, and its diffusivity 

is the largest of all the impurities in tin. 

It is found experimentally that diffusion along grain boundaries can also 

be described by 

D „ ' D w e x (2.12) 

where Db is the grain boundary diffusivity and Db0 is the frequency factors. Qb 

is the experimentally determined values of the activation energies for diffusion. 

In general, at any temperature, the magnitudes of Db relative to the diffusivity 

through defect-free lattice D, are 
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Db>D{ (2.13) 

This mainly reflects the relative ease with which atoms can migrate along 

interior boundaries and through the lattice. Rapid diffusion along the grain 

boundaries increases the mean concentration in a thin volume around the 

boundary and thereby produces an increase in the apparent diffusivity in the 

material as a whole. If the grain boundary has an effective thickness 6 and the 

grain size is d, the apparent diffusion coefficient in this case, as given by D.A. 

Porter et al.2 will be 

D ^ D . + D f i l d (2.14) 

It can be seen that the relative importance of lattice and grain boundary 

diffusion depends on the ratio Db<5/D,d. When Dbtf > D,d, diffusion through the 

lattice can be ignored in comparison to grain boundary diffusion and grain 

boundary diffusion makes a significant contribution. The effective width of a 

grain boundary is ~0 .5 nm. The order of grain sizes can vary from ~ 1 to 10 

jam in our composite solder/copper systems and the effectiveness of the grain 

boundaries will vary accordingly. 

The relative magnitudes of Db<5 and D,d are sensitive to temperature. 

Although Db > D, at all temperatures, the difference increases as temperature 

decreases. This is because the activation energy for diffusion along grain 

boundaries (Qb) is lower than that for lattice diffusion (Q,). In fee metals it is 

generally found that Qb ~ 0.5 Q,. This means that when the grain boundary 

diffusivity is scaled by the factor 616 (Eq. 2.14) the grain boundary contribution 

to the total, or apparent, diffusion coefficient is negligible in comparison to the 
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lattice diffusivity at high temperature, but dominates at low temperature. In 

general it is found that grain boundary diffusion becomes important below 

about 0.75-0.8 Tm, where, Tm is the equilibrium melting temperature in degrees 

Kelvin.2 

The rate at which atoms diffuse along different boundaries is not the 

same, but depends on the atomic structure of the individual boundary. This in 

turn depends on the orientation of the adjoining crystals and the plane of the 

boundary. Also the diffusion coefficient can vary with direction within a given 

boundary plane. In the composite solder/copper system, there are Sn-rich and 

Pb-rich phases, and metallic or intermetallic particles in the solder matrix. The 

metallic and intermetallic phases have much higher melting temperatures than 

eutectic solder. The diffusion of the Sn or Pb through these phases may be 

dominated by grain boundary diffusion in the temperature range used in the 

work reported here, which is below the melting temperature of eutectic solder 

(183°C). 

2.4 Solidification 

Solidification is the term used to describe the transformation from the 

liquid to the solid state. Solidification is a process that occurs by the nucleation 

and growth of a new phase; that is, the structure changes suddenly and 

completely at the advancing liquid-solid interface.10 

2.4.1 Nucleation 

In solidification, nucleation involves the ordering of a group of atoms in 

the liquid to form a very small crystal of the solid. Such fluctuations occur 
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abdve the melting point, but at these temperatures the liquid is more stable 

than solid so the crystallites or nuclei always decompose back to liquid. Even 

when the temperature of the liquid is lowered to just under the melting point, 

the nuclei formed still tend to decompose back to liquid again. This remelting 

of the crystallites stems from the surface energy associated with the liquid-solid 

interface of these small nuclei. 

Consider a given volume of liquid at a temperature AT below the melting 

temperature Tm with a free energy G,. If some of the atoms of the liquid cluster 

together to form a small solid sphere of radius r, the free energy of the system 

will change to G2. A free energy change AG = G2 - GT is given by: 

AG(r) = -AGV—rcr3 + YSi4n:r2 (2.15) 
3 

and 

A G = G L - G S = ̂ - (2.16) 
Te 

where Gs and GL are the free energies per unit volume of solid and liquid 

respectively, ySL is the solid/liquid interfacial free energy, and L is the latent 

heat of fusion per unit volume. A plot of AG(r) in Figure 2.72 shows that for r 

< r* , a critical nucleus size, growth of the crystallite increases the free energy 

of the material involved. However, if the fluctuation is great enough to form a 

crystallite of r > r* , continued growth of the particle will decrease the free 

energy of the system. By solving for d(AG)/dr = 0 

r* = 2 Y s l (2.17) 
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AG' = 1 6 " ( Y ^ 3 12.18) 
3(A Gvf 

is obtained. The larger the undercooling AT, the smaller the fluctuation in free 

energy required to create a supercritical particle. 

2.4.2 Eutectic Solidification 

In the solidification of a binary eutectic composition two solid phases 

form cooperatively from the liquid. The reaction L -» a + /3 is called eutectic 

solidification.10 

In a eutectic the two phases can have various morphologies. These are 

shown in Figure 2.8.10 As discussed by P.G. Shewmon,10 the shape that 

minimizes the amount of free energy going into ct-0 interface might appear to 

be the globular form. However, discrete globules require repeated nucleation of 

the second phase. The process proceeds with less supercooling if the second 

phase grows continuously as rods or lamellae. If the surface energy of the a-/3 

interface, ya/j, is independent of the orientation of the interface, rods form, since 

these have a lower surface-volume ratio. However, in crystals ya/3 is rarely 

independent of interface orientation, so a lamellar structure is often observed, 

with the lamellae oriented to have a low ya/3. 

The rod and lamellar eutectic occur in those cases where both phases 

grow with an atomically rough surface, giving an interface mobility that is high 

and isotropic. The liquid and solid are thus in equilibrium at each interface, so 

the rate of growth is determined by the rate of diffusion in the liquid. In the 

case of the acicular eutectic, the matrix phase grows with an atomically rough 
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surface, but the growth of the acicular phase is determined by the rate of 

incorporation of atoms into the atomically smooth crystal surface. The phase 

thus grows only in certain directions, grows rather independently of the matrix, 

and seems to nucleate frequently. In our eutectic solder system, both the 

lamellar and globular eutectic microstructures are observed. 

2.5 Phase Growth 

The control of grain size by annealing arises in a variety of situations. 

During high temperature (>0 .5 Tm) anneals, the smaller grains shrink and 

disappear so that the mean grain diameter D of the specimen increases with 

time. 

Since grain growth occurs spontaneously, it must correspond to a 

decrease in the free energy. In grain growth the energy and perfection of the 

lattice of a region is not changed by the passage of a grain boundary through 

it. Thus in grain growth the decrease in free energy comes from the decrease 

in total grain-boundary area. The free energy per unit volume associated with 

the grain boundaries is: 

G „ ' A ^ b (2.19) 

where Ab is the area of grain boundary per unit volume. The surface area per 

grain is proportional to D2, while its volume is proportional to D3. Thus Gb oc 

7b/D. Consider a spherical grain of radius r. If the grain diameter is increased by 

the infinitesimal dr, then dn atoms are transferred across the grain boundary 

from the surrounding grain. The free-energy change for this transfer can be 

written2 
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dG = y dA = A (j, dn (2.20) 

A | a = Y — <2-21> 
dn 

where A/* is the chemical potential drop across a grain boundary. For a sphere 

the number dn of atoms is the volume divided by the atomic volume Q, so 

Qdn-dV=4izr2dr (2.22) 

The area change accompanying dr is -87rrdr, so 

An - " 2 y Q (2.23) 
r 

This is often called the Gibbs-Thomson equation. The difference in chemical 

potential Aju, across the boundary drives the atoms across the boundary, thus 

allowing the grain to grow. Eq. 2.22 tell us that free energy decreases as the 

grain grows. In the case of solder matrix, with annealing, the grain sizes for the 

Sn-rich and Pb-rich regions increase, as fast as the atoms can diffuse to them 

from the surrounding matrix. 
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Table 2.1. Diffusion Parameters of Cu, Ag, Au and Ni in /?-Sn 

and Parameters of /?-Sn Self-diffusion 

element atomi 

c radii 

o 
(A) 

parallel c axis parallel a axis element atomi 

c radii 

o 
(A) 

Q» °o|| 

(cm2/s) 

Qi Dox 

(cm2/s) 

element atomi 

c radii 

o 
(A) 

Kcal eV 

°o|| 

(cm2/s) 
Kcal eV 

Dox 

(cm2/s) 

Cu 1.28 ~ 4 0.17 ~ 10"3 7.9 0.34 2.4x10"3 

Ag 1.45 12.3 0.53 7.1x10"3 18.4 0.80 1.8x10"1 

Au 1.44 11.0 0.48 5.8x10"3 17.7 0.77 1.6x10"1 

Ni 1.25 4.3 0.19 2.0x10"2 12.9 0.56 1.9x10"2 

Sn 1.62 26.0 1.13 7.7x10'2 25.9 1.12 1.1x10'1 
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Figure 2.1. Lead-Tin phase diagram, showing the eutectic temperature of 183°C 

and the eutectic composition of about 62 weight % tin.3 
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Figure 2.2. Copper-Tin phase diagram. 
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Figure 2.3. (a) Droplet on a flat plate and (b) the equilibrium shape of a droplet 

in practice. 
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Figure 2.4. Interstitial mechanism, elementary jump 11 
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Figure 2.5. Vacancy mechanism, elementary jump. 11 
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Figure 2,6. Free energy G arid configurations (a, b, c) in going through the 

saddle point of a jump.10 
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Figure 2.7. The free energy change associated with nucleation of a sphere of 

radius r.2 
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Figure 2.8. Schematic illustration of various eutectic structures: (a) lamellar, (b) 

rodlike, (c) globular and (d) acicular.10 
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CHAPTER 3 

SAMPLE PREPARATION 

3.1 Cu/solder/Cu Joint Fabrication 

Commercial eutectic 63/37 Sn/Pb New Generation Solder Paste 

consisting of 88% metal plus 12% water soluble RMA flux by weight, Grade 

W-P-9-4, from International Electronic Materials Corporation, lot #1022 701 \ 

was used throughout this work. The composite solders were fabricated by 

mixing preweighed quantities of the solder paste and the powered metals or 

intermetallics. Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn intermetallic particles were obtained from the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).2 Cu, Ag, Au, Ni and 

other metal particles were obtained from Aesar.3 

The Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn composites were each ground by hand using an 

agate mortar and pestle for 15 minutes prior to mixing. The same mortar and 

pestle were used to grind each intermetallic but they were cleaned with 

Kimwipes between each use. The other composites, Cu, Ag, Au, and Ni, etc., 

were mixed directly without grinding. 

Pre-weighed quantities of the solder paste and particles were then mixed 

by hand using a ceramic crucible and plastic spatula for about 30 minutes to 

ensure homogeneous distribution of the particles. The weight percentage of the 

particulate was calculated on a metal only basis; the weight of the RMA flux 

was not included. The weight percentage of each particle type was based on 

our ability to fabricate uniform materials and not on the physical characteristics 

42 
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of the composite solders. Seven solders were studied, as listed in Table 3.1. 

SEM micrographs of the as-received or after grinding particles were taken in the 

secondary electron imaging mode. The sizes of the particles were then 

measured. 

The copper substrates used in this work were fabricated from copper 

pipes with a wall thickness of 1 mm. The pipes were cut using a Buehler 

Isomet low speed saw equipped with a diamond blade into rings approximately 

2 mm thick. The rings were cut open with tin-snips and flattened. They were 

then cut to their final size, approximately 2 mm by 10 mm by 1 mm. These 

copper straps were cleaned with acetone and methanol, then cleaned in HCI to 

remove surface oxides and contaminates, rinsed in isopropanol in an ultrasonic 

cleaner and air dried. 

An alumina ceramic susceptor plate, used for more uniform heating, was 

preheated on a laboratory hot plate to 250°C. Two copper straps with solder 

(or composite solder) paste inbetween (about 1 -2 mm thick) were placed on the 

alumina susceptor for 1 to 1.5 minutes for the solder to reflow and form a 

soldered connection. The sample was removed from the susceptor and allowed 

to cool in air to ambient temperature. The completed copper/composite 

solder/copper joint samples were about 3-4 mm thick. After the samples 

reached room temperature, they were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone for 

about 2 minutes to remove flux residues, and then ultrasonically cleaned in 

isopropanol and air dried. 

The preceding describes the standard procedure used to prepare 

copper/solder/copper joints. For comparing the effect of the cooling rate on the 

solder microstructure, two additional sets of copper/eutectic solder/copper 
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joints were made using different cooling rates, as listed in Table 3.2. 

Set I: After the solder joint was formed, the sample was immediately 

removed from the hot plate and placed on a large stainless steel plate to cool. 

This led to the fast cooling rate. It took less then 1 minute to cool the sample 

from 250°C to 50°C. 

Set II: After the solder joint was formed, the sample was immediately 

removed from the hot plate and placed on a table with wood top and allowed 

to cool in air to room temperature. This led to the medium cooling rate. It took 

about 5 minutes to cool the sample from 250°C to 50°C. 

Set III: After the solder joint was formed, the hot plate was turned off. 

The sample remained on the hot plate until it reached room temperature. This 

led to the very slow cooling rate. It took about 30 minute to cool the sample 

from 250°C to 50°C. 

3.2 Annealing Procedure 

Both the tops and bottoms of the copper/solder/copper joint samples 

were polished with 600 grit silicon carbide paper to remove excess solder. 

Blank silicon slabs, about 5 mm thick, were cut with the low speed diamond 

saw into pieces approximately 12 mm by 5 mm by 5 mm in size. They were 

cleaned in acetone to remove any oil buildup from the saw and were put on the 

hot plate which was heated to about 140°C. The silicon pieces were joined to 

the top and bottom of the solder joint sample using wax, creating a layered 

silicon/copper/solder/copper/silicon sample. The silicon blocks increase the 

sample thickness and hardness and facilitate subsequent handling. Cross-

sectional slices about 0.5 mm thick were cut from the coupled block using the 
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low speed diamond saw. The slices were cleaned with acetone and methanol, 

ultrasonically cleaned in Dl water and dried in air. The sample configuration is 

illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

The slices were annealed in three different, small, benchtop box furnaces 

capable of maintaining the temperature to ±3°C. All Cu-containing and Ni 

composite solder samples were annealed for 0, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 days (0, 

96, 192, 384, 768 and 1536 hours) at 110, 120, 130, 140 and 160°C. In 

addition to these conditions, Eutectic Solder Only (ESO) samples were annealed 

for 0, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 days at 150°C, and Cu6Sn5 composite solder 

samples were annealed for 0, 4, 8, 16 and 32 days at 150°C. Ag and Au 

composite solders were annealed for 0, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 days at 120, 140, 

and 160°C, and for 0, 4, 8, 16 and 32 days at 110 and 150°C. The complete 

sample matrix is shown in Table 3.3. 

3.3 SEM Sample Preparation 

After annealing (or after soldering for the unaged samples), the sample 

was mounted with wax on a stainless steel disk 31 mm in diameter and 12.5 

mm in height (called the sample holder) used by a Buehler Minimet 

Polisher/Grinder. Since the solder has a low melting point, the temperature was 

not allowed to exceed 150°C and the heating time was limited to about 1 

minute. 

It has been noted that the preparation of solder joints for metallurgical 

examination is very much an art.4 Solders are typically soft, while the 

intermetallic compounds which form tend to be very hard and brittle. The 

substrate can be either soft or hard.4,5 The addition of hard metallic and 
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intermetallic particles to a soft solder matrix further complicates the situation. 

During polishing, the softer phases tend to erode preferentially compared to the 

harder phases. Standard metallurgical sample preparation technology was used 

to polish these samples, with careful control of the polishing conditions such 

as time and pressure. 

An annealed sample slice was first ground with 240 grit Buehler silicon 

carbide paper to level the face of the sample. The sample was then polished on 

600 grit paper to smooth out the scratches introduced by the 240 grit paper. 

At this point, a Buehler Minimet Polisher with Microcloth polishing cloths, 

Metadi diamond compounds, and Metadi fluid were used to polish the sample 

further. Figure 3.2 shows the polisher with a sample holder disk attached.6 The 

sample surface touches the polishing cloth inside the bowl. 9 jwm and 15 jiim 

diamond pastes were used for the majority of the polishing, followed by 1 and 

0.25 /xm diamond pastes. The final polishing step used 0.05 //m alumina slurry, 

and was considered complete when no visible scratches were observed on the 

sample using an optical microscope at 10x magnification. The sample was 

ultrasonically cleaned in Dl water for about 2 minutes between each polishing 

step to remove particulate matter to prevent contamination of the polishing 

cloths. 

The polished samples were etched for 15 seconds in the vapor of reagent 

grade (37.4%) HCI to delineate the microstructures of the solder and the 

solder/copper interface. After etching, the samples were ultrasonically cleaned 

in Dl water. 

The polished and etched copper/solder/copper samples were examined 

using a JEOL T-300 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) operating at 1 5 kV. 
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Images were obtained using a Robinson backscattered electron detector and 

were recorded on Polaroid Type 52 or 55 film. A Tracor Northern (TN-5500) X-

ray Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (XEDS) system was used to analyze the 

spectra and to identify the various phases observed. 

3.4 TEM Sample Preparation 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was used to reveal the 

nanostructural characteristics of the different phases within the sample and the 

interfacial relationships between these phases. Three different TEM sample 

preparation techniques were used for the experiments described here: (1) thin 

sectioning by ultramicrotomy, (2) electropolishing and (3) conventional 

mechanical polishing followed by ion milling. Ultramicrotomy was the primary 

method used throughout the study. The other two sample preparation methods 

were used to investigate the effects the sample preparation method on the 

observed microstructures. 

3.4.1 Ultramicrotomy 

The TEM examination of a solder joint is actually somewhat routine, but 

the preparation of solder specimens for TEM is perhaps the most difficult in the 

realm of materials science.4 To date, there has been only limited success in 

preparing solder samples for TEM by the methods traditionally used for 

crystalline materials.7,8 The soft tin and lead rich phases are difficult to 

mechanically polish without smearing or tearing, and the brittle intermetallic 

phases fracture easily. Samples of Sn/Pb solder have been electropolished with 

some success.7 However, electrochemical differences between the copper, 
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intermetallic phases, particulate phases and solder phases make it impossible 

to successfully electropolish composite solder/copper samples. Ion milling is 

difficult since large differences in the ion milling rates of the numerous phases 

lead to preferential thinning of some phases compared to others, resulting in 

some phases being electron transparent while others remain electron opaque. 

Ultramicrotomy is a viable alternative to these methods because many 

of the difficulties encountered with other sample preparation techniques are 

avoided. It is possible to obtain sections that are uniformly thin across 

heterogeneous phases, which is the primary advantage of this technique. 

However, some mechanical damage is introduced which makes detailed studies 

of dislocation substructure probbuatical. 

Ultramicrotomy involves cutting thin sections with an extremely sharp 

knife (usually a diamond knife) from a bulk sample by controlled gravity drop 

or a powered motion of a specimen. A typical ultramicrotomy apparatus is 

shown in Figure 3.3. During sectioning, the sample block moves past the knife 

under the weight of the cantilever arm and the force of gravity. The thin 

sections cut from the bulk sample float off the knife edge onto the surface of 

a water bath in the knife trough for retrieval. 

A key factor in successful ultramicrotomy is careful control of the cutting 

conditions. A schematic of the sectioning process, shown in Figure 3.4, 

illustrates the geometric parameters that affect material sectioning. 

Optimization of the cutting angle (knife bevel angle plus tilt angle) is necessary 

to minimize specimen deformation. While the cutting angle is an important 

consideration, it is generally a fixed parameter optimized by the knife 

manufacturer. The knife angle is chosen for the particular materials to be 
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sectioned, hard and brittle versus soft and ductile. Low angle knives ranging 

from 25-35° are now being touted for reduced compression in ductile materials 

but increased edge fragility for harder materials.9,10 Two diamond knives with 

bevel angle of 35° or 45° were used throughout this work. The experimental 

fine tuning of the sectioning process involves factors such as control of the 

laboratory environment, the sectioning rate, and the preparation of the bulk 

block sample for sectioning. 

Copper/solder/copper joints were prepared as described in section 3.1. 

The copper/solder/copper sandwiches were embedded in an epoxy block prior 

to ultramicrotomy in order to support them during sectioning and to prevent 

pieces of some of the phases from scrolling and detaching from the other 

phases. The solder joints were cleaned in acetone to remove residual flux and 

oils from handling. After air drying, the samples were carbon coated on both 

sides using a JEOL JEE vacuum evaporator. Carbon evaporation was performed 

using two ultrapure carbon rods.11 One rod, sharpened to a fine point,was held 

by spring loading against the flat face of the second rod (5 mm diameter x 100 

mm). In a vacuum of 4.0 x 10"4 torr, a current of 40 - 45 A was applied to the 

rods causing carbon to evaporate from the sharpened rod and deposit onto the 

sample surface. This process was continued for approximately 15 seconds, and 

the carbon thickness was approximately 50 nm. After coating, the samples 

were dipped in cyanoacrylate ester (Super Glue)12 and air dried. This treatment 

was necessary to insure that the metal samples would adhere to the epoxy 

block material and not delaminate during sectioning. 

The coated samples were placed into BEEM capsules13 and embedded in 

approximately 1 ml of Luft's Epon epoxy resin. Standard mixture "B", 
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consisting of 25 ml Epon resin 812, 24 ml nadic methyl anhydride hardener, 

and DMP-30 accelerator at a ratio of 0.1 ml/5 ml of "B" was used. The resin 

was polymerized for approximately 8-12 hours at 60°C. 

The embedded block must be trimmed to present a small flat facet to the 

knife edge in order to produce good thin sections, and the harder the material, 

the smaller this facet must be. A single edged razor blade was used to remove 

excess resin from the tip of the solder sample. Once the sample was exposed, 

the copper/solder/copper strap was rough trimmed with the razor blade to form 

a pyramid whose top was approximately 0.5 mm square which included one 

copper/solder interface. The sides of the pyramid sloped at 35-40° angles from 

the top. This trimming step, however, resulted in the resin cracking away from 

the sides of solder sample, thus requiring a second coating of carbon and re-

embedding with the same Epon epoxy. This sequence is illustrated in Figure 

3.5. 

The re-embedded sample was trimmed again as follows. The sample was 

mounted in the ultramicrotome and a standard 45° glass knife was used to 

precisely trim the sample face to its final shape (Figure 3.6). Excess resin was 

removed from the sample by manually moving the sample past the knife while 

simultaneously advancing the knife holder. When the tip of the sample became 

exposed, the knife was positioned at a 30° angle with respect to the tip of the 

sample. Excess resin was then gently removed from the sides of the sample. 

When enough resin was removed from one side, the block was rotated 90° and 

the next side was trimmed. This was repeated until all four sides of the 

embedded sample were trimmed. The finished sample face was trapezoidal with 

a thin strip of resin surrounding the exposed solder tip. 
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A Sorval Model MT 6000 Ultramicrotome was used for sectioning the 

samples. Figure 3.3 shows the ultramicrotome with an embedded sample 

positioned for sectioning. The sample chuck supports the block and is equipped 

with 360° x-y and 30° y-z rotational motion for exact positioning along the 

knife edge. The chuck is placed into a socket on the cantilever arm. The 

solder/copper interface was oriented perpendicular to the parallel sides of the 

knife edge. A diamond knife with a bevel angle of 35° was used at a tilt angle 

of 6° on a metal base with a trough located behind it. This trough, or "knife 

boat" was filled with deionized water. The cutting thickness was set at 20 nm 

with a cutting speed of 0.1 mm/sec. During sectioning, the thin sections float 

off the knife onto the surface of the water bath because of the surface tension. 

Once cut, the thin sections were picked up from the water surface using a thin 

metal loop. The sections were placed on 50 or 75 mesh copper grids that were 

coated with Formvar and carbon. (Formvar is a polymer coating that supports 

the sections on the copper grid.) Excess water was wicked away using the 

edge of a sheet of filter paper. The samples were air dried before observation 

in the TEM. 

Luft's Epon required an overnight oven cure at 60°C. It was thought that 

any additional heat treatments might change the microstructures of interest in 

the sample. To eliminate questions about how sample preparation might alter 

the microstructure, another embedding formulation which cures at room 

temperature was developed at the final stage of this study. Elmers Epoxy,14 

Resin and Hardener were used to embed the as-soldered eutectic solder/copper 

joints, and samples of the bulk eutectic solder which were used to study the 

relationship between the solder microstructure and the cooling rate. This epoxy 
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formulation cures at room temperature in 12 - 24 hours. 

3.4.2 Electropolishing 

Bulk samples of Sn/Pb eutectic solder were prepared by jet 

electropolishing to compare the microstructures observed in samples made 

using different preparation techniques. A photograph of a South Bay 

Technology Model 550C jet polishing apparatus15 is shown in Figure 3.7. It 

includes a chemical container, a chemical pump, a jet nozzle, an LED control 

unit, two sapphire light rods, a photodetector, a sample stage and a power 

supply. Electropolishing was performed using 85% ethyl alcohol (200 proof) + 

5% 2-Butoxyethynol + 10% perchloric acid.7 Immediately before jet polishing, 

both sides of the sample were mechanically polished using 600 grit sandpaper 

to remove the surface oxide that inhibits smooth electropolishing. The samples 

were thinned to a thickness of 100 to 150 jum. Electropolishing was performed 

with a bias of 30-34 volts and 80 mA current. During electropolishing, the final 

thickness of the sample was automatically controlled using an appropriate 

sensitivity setting on the automatic shut-off system. When the sample was thin 

enough for light to pass through or when a small hole was made in the sample, 

a photodetector automatically turned off the pump motor and terminated the 

voltage across the sample. As soon as polishing stopped, the sample was 

removed from the stage and rinsed in deionized water to prevent further 

thinning or etching. After electropolishing, the sample was immediately 

transferred to the TEM for observation. Around the holes electropolished in the 

sample are thin areas that are sufficiently electron transparent for TEM 

observation. 
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3.4.3 Conventional Cross-sectional (XTEM) Sample Preparation 

Copper/eutectic solder (63Sn/37Pb)/copper samples were prepared using 

a conventional cross-sectional TEM sample preparation method, which uses 

mechanical polishing followed by ion milling. Again, the goal was to compare 

the microstructural differences caused by different sample preparation 

techniques. 

The basic procedures for preparing an XTEM sample are summarized in 

Table 3.4. First, the copper/solder/copper joint and two pieces of silicon about 

the same size as the joint sample were cleaned with acetone and methanol, and 

then glued together with M-Bond 610 epoxy.16 After gluing, the sample block 

was squeezed tightly from both sides using a special vise equipped with Teflon 

blocks to make the glue lines between the solder joint and the two pieces of 

silicon as thin as possible. The entire sample block held by the vise was heated 

in an oven at 120°C for one hour to cure the epoxy. Cross-sectional pieces 

about 0.5 mm thick were cut from the block using a low speed saw with a 

diamond blade, and 3 mm diameter discs were cut from these pieces using a 

Sonic-Mill Model-150 ultrasonic cutter. 

Next, standard metallurgical polishing procedures, the same as those 

described in section 3.3, SEM Sample Preparation, were used to mechanically 

thin the sample disc. After polishing both sides, the disc was usually less than 

50 //m thick. Since the 50 /xm thick sample was too fragile to withstand the 

rest of the preparation procedure without additional support, a copper ring, 3 

mm in diameter, with a hole (2 mm by 1 mm) in the center was attached to the 

thin disk using a very small amount of M-Bond epoxy before it is removed from 

the stainless steel sample holder. This copper ring is used to support the sample 
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disc sample during polishing and protects the thin sample from breakage. After 

removing the sample from the polishing holder, the sample was mounted on a 

glass slide with the copper ring on the bottom. Then the sample was 

"dimpled", that is, one surface was made concave using ball grinding. A ball 13 

mm in diameter touches the sample surface and rotates with 1 jum diamond 

paste and lubricating liquid. A concave dimple is made at the center of the 

sample. 

The final step of conventional TEM sample preparation is ion milling. A 

Gatan Dual Ion Mill Model 600 was used. A polished and dimpled sample is 

thinned to electron transparency by sputtering both sides of the sample using 

heavy ions (argon). Argon ions are introduced from two ion guns. These two 

guns are mounted on a rotatable wheel so that they can be rotated at an angle 

relative to the sample surface. The sample stage is continuously rotated during 

sputtering to maintain uniformity. The operation conditions of the Ion Mill are: 

gun voltage = 3 kV, ion beam current = 0.5 mA/gun, gun tilt angle = 14°, 

base vacuum pressure < 1 x 10"6 torr, operation time = 4 - 8 hours. Upon 

finishing, the samples were ion milled for 15 minutes at the gun tilt angle ~ 

8.5°to decrease the ion mill damage. After ion milling, areas of the sample less 

than 100 nm thick could be analyzed in the TEM. 

3.5 Thin Film Preparation 

Since the formation and growth of Cu-Sn intermetallics at the 

solder/copper substrate interface during soldering and system use have been 

proposed as controlling mechanisms for the solderability and reliability of solder 

joints,17,18 there is scientific interest in the diffusion and reaction behavior near 
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the solder/substrate interface. To determine the mechanisms of intermetallic 

formation and the effect of particle additions on diffusion, thin film samples 

were observed in-situ in real time using a hot stage in the TEM. 

Pure solder is composed of tin and lead. Since tin is the more reactive 

species and reacts with Cu, Ni, Ag, Au, etc. to form intermetallics, and since 

lead is essentially inert with respect to these metals, the focus of these 

experiments was on the direct reaction of Sn with Cu, and the effects of other 

elements such as Ni, Au and Ag on these reactions. 

Thin films were evaporated using a Veeco 400" Series Evaporator,19 

which is shown in Figure 3.8. The base vacuum was 10"5 torr to 10"6 torr (~ 

1 mPa to 0.1 mPa) and the sources were 99.9% pure metal, each on an 

electrically heated tungsten wire. The samples were allowed to cool to room 

temperature immediately after evaporation. 

Thin amorphous carbon films with a density of 5 ± 3 jug/cm2 

(corresponding to 20 ± 10 A thickness) were placed on standard TEM grids 

(200 mesh). The carbon films are strong, conductive substrates for subsequent 

film deposition. Next, several grids with the carbon films were placed in the 

evaporating chamber and held upside down using a copper plate with 3 mm 

diameter holes. A continuous 500 A thick layer of copper was evaporated onto 

the top surface of the grids. A 500 A thick layer of tin was deposited on the 

copper using another TEM grid (50 or 75 mesh) placed under the original 

sample as a shadow mask. This resulted in a checkered pattern of square Sn 

islands on top of a continuous Cu film. To study the effects of particle 

additions, 100 A thick layers of X (X = Ni, Ag or Au) were evaporated. There 

were four different configurations as shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Configuration 1: After evaporating Cu and Sn, X was evaporated on top 

of the samples after shifting the shadow mask grid. This resulted in the 

samples consisting of continuous Cu films, plus isolated Sn islands, plus X 

islands which only partially overlap the Sn islands. 

Configuration 2: After evaporating Cu and Sn, without the shadow mask 

grid, X was evaporated on top of the samples. This resulted in a continuous X 

layer on top of the continuous Cu and Sn islands. 

Configuration 3: After evaporating Cu and Sn, without shifting or 

eliminating the shadow mask grid, X was evaporated. This resulted in X exactly 

on top of the Sn islands. 

Configuration 4: X was evaporated after the Cu but before the Sn. This 

resulted in samples consisting of continuous Cu, then continuous X, plus 

isolated Sn islands. 

There were also Sn/Y (Y = Cu, Ni, Ag or Au) samples, which consisted 

of 500 A thick Y islands on top of continuous 500 A thick Sn films. The 

complete matrix of thin film samples is shown in Table 3.5. 

3.6 In-Situ Heating 

The samples were placed in a Gatan Single Tilt Heating Holder Model 

628 and were observed in a JEOL 100CX TEM. The hot stage is a side entry, 

furnace type, single tilt, heating TEM specimen holder which is water cooled 

to extend its operating temperature range and to reduce specimen drift by 

maintaining a local constant temperature heat sink. The furnace is mounted on 

two insulating ceramic balls set in jewelled mounts. The whole suspension 

system is spring loaded to accommodate the expansion and contraction which 
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occur during heating and cooling. The furnace contains a miniature 

encapsulated 10 watt heater which is spot welded to two terminal posts in the 

specimen tip. One of the terminals is grounded to the specimen rod which acts 

as the return current conductor for the heater, and the other is connected via 

a copper wire to a 5 pin vacuum feed-through mounted at the end of the 

specimen rod. The furnace temperature is measured with a platinum/platinum-

13% rhodium thermocouple spot welded to the furnace body. The 

thermocouple leads are anchored by terminals in the specimen tip and are then 

fed along the axis of the specimen rod to the five pin vacuum feed-through. A 

30 watt current regulated DC power supply provides ripple-free power to the 

heater. The furnace temperature is controlled by setting the heater current to 

the desired value. A complete calibration of heating stage temperature vs 

current was performed in our laboratory. 
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Table 3.1. Compositions and Particle Size Ranges of the Composite Solders 

Particle Type Weight % Particle Size Range Ot/m) Particle Type Weight % 

Before Grinding After Grinding 

Eutectic solder 

only 

0 0 N/A 

Cu6Sn5 20 1 8 - 4 6 0.7 - 24 

Cu3Sn 20 25 - 69 0.7 - 24 

Cu 7.6 8 - 1 1 N/A 

Au 4 2 - 5 N/A 

Ag 4 4 - 7 N/A 

Ni 4 2 - 3 N/A 

N/A: not applicable. 
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Table 3.2. Cooling Rates of Different Sample Sets 

Sample 

Set 

Cooling 

Rate 

Time (seconds) from Start Temp (252°C). Sample 

Set 

Cooling 

Rate 
183°C 150°C 100°C 50°C 32°C 

1 fast 6.7 10.5 21.5 51.9 143.8 

II medium 31.8 54.4 114.7 313.9 759.4 

III very slow 279.4 451.1 792.8 1732 2561 



Table 3.3. Composite Solder Sample Matrix 

X: samples annealed for 0, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 days 

A: samples annealed for 0, 4, 8, 16 and 32 days 

60 

Particle 

Type 

Anneal temperature (°C) Particle 

Type 
110 120 130 140 150 160 

ESO X X X X X X 

Cu X X X X X 

Cu6Sn5 X X X X A X 

Cu3Sn X X X X X 

Ni X X X X X 

Au A X X A X 

Ag A X X A X 
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Table 3.4. XTEM Sample Preparation Procedure 

Step 1. gluing and cutting • solder joint and two piece of silicon are 

glued together. 

• cross-sectional pieces are cut from glued 

block and 3 mm discs are ultrasonically 

milled from these pieces. 

Step 2. polishing • sand papers, microcloths with diamond 

pastes and 0.05 //m Al203 are used to thin 

the sample to about 50 //m. 

Step 3. dimpling • a rolling ball with 1 //m diamond paste 

ground the sample center to form a concave 

surface. 

Step 4. ion milling • sample was sputtered with argon ions at 

14° until its center was less than 100 nm 

thick. 
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Table 3.5. Thin Film Sample Matrix 

Type Configuration 

Cu/Sn square Sn islands on top of a continuous Cu film 

Cu/Sn/Ni config. 1 config. 2 config. 3 config. 4 

Cu/Sn/Ag config. 1 config. 2 config. 3 

Cu/Sn/Au config. 1 config. 2 

Sn/Cu square Cu islands on top of a continuous Sn film 

Sn/Ni square Ni islands on top of a continuous Sn film 

Sn/Ag square Ag islands on top of a continuous Sn film 

Sn/Au square Ag islands on top of a continuous Sn film 

The configurations are as shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Copper/Solder/Copper Joint 

Cu Strap 

Solder 

Cu Strap 

t t 
Silicon Joint Silicon 
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CO U i S j 3 
O! 9 Q 0 ) 
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Figure 3.1. Sample configuration of copper/solder/copper joint and silicon 

blocks. 
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Cantilever 
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Figure 3.3. A typical ultramicrotome. 
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Figure 3.4. Schematic of sample sectioning using ultramicrotomy. 
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Figure 3.5. Sample rough trimming and re-embedding. 
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Finished Sample Face 
After Trimming 

Figure 3.6. Schematic of steps need for precise trimming of embedded 

materials to produce a small facet on the block face. 
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Figure 3.7. South Bay Technology Model 550C jet polisher. 15 
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Figure 3.8. Veeco VE-400 Evaporateor 19 
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Figure 3.9. Schematics of thin film sample configurations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

INTERMETALLICS AT THE INTERFACES OF 

COMPOSITE SOLDER/COPPER JOINTS 

4.1 Introduction 

Intermetallic compounds such as Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn are known to form 

and grow at solder/copper substrate interfaces during soldering and system 

use.1The formation and growth of these intermetallics have been proposed as 

controlling mechanisms for the solderability and reliability of solder joints.2 In 

this chapter, the results of solid state diffusion kinetic and microstructural 

studies of intermetallic formation in copper/composite solder/copper samples 

are reported. The intermetallics at the solder/copper interface were examined 

as functions of time, temperature and particle composition. The samples were 

prepared according to the experimental procedures outlined in Chapter 3, and 

were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), x-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) and 

scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) as described in Appendix 

B and Appendix C. 

4.2 Microstructure of Composite Solder/Copper Substrate Interface 

Figure 4.1a is an SEM micrograph of the intermetallics formed at the 

interface between eutectic solder and the copper substrate after annealing for 

32 days at 120°C. Starting at the bottom of the micrograph, the observed 
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phases are the copper substrate (A), Cu3Sn (e-phase) adjacent to the copper 

substrate (B), Cu6Sn5 (rj-phase) adjacent to the solder (C), the light contrast Pb-

rich phase (D) and dark contrast Sn-rich phase (E) in the solder matrix. These 

phases were unambiguously identified using XEDS in the SEM and the spectra 

are shown in Figure 4.1b. These phase identifications were verified using 

selected area electron diffraction patterns (SADP) in the TEM. Since the 

diffraction line intensities were not recorded, in this study rj (unordered) and r\' 

(ordered) Cu6Sn5 phase (discussed in Appendix A) are treated as the same 

phase. 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are two series of micrographs which demonstrate 

the growth of the intermetallic layers with annealing. Figure 4.2 shows the 

microstructure of the as-soldered (unaged) Cu composite solder and the 

microstructures after 8 and 64 days at 120°C. Figure 4.3 shows the 

microstructure of the Ag composite solder after 32 days at 120, 140, and 

160°C. Two intermetallic layers form at the solder/copper interface. The two 

intermetallics increase in thickness with time and elevated temperature. The 

Cu6Sn5 layer is generally thicker than the Cu3Sn layer. As shown in Figure 4.2a, 

a thin and irregular Cu6Sn5 layer, but no Cu3Sn layer, is visible in the as-

soldered state, and this Cu6Sn5 layer is already continuous. It should be noted 

that similar to Figure 4.2a, Cu3Sn was never observed in unaged sample using 

SEM. Annealing was always required for the Cu3Sn to become thick enough to 

be visible in the SEM. 

In Figure 4.2b, a copper particle is visible surrounded by a layer of 

Cu3Sn, followed by a layer of Cu6Sn5. These two intermetallics formed in a 

manner similar to the intermetallics at the solder/copper substrate interface. If 
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the anneal time is long enough and a large amount of Sn is present, the Cu 

particles completely transform to the thermodynamically favored Cu6Sn5 phase 

(Figure 4.2c). The Ag particles in the Ag composite solder react with Sn to 

form Ag3Sn during soldering and annealing. There are Ag or Ag3Sn particles in 

the composite matrix. With annealing, more and more Ag particles transform 

to Ag3Sn. The eutectic solder matrix and composite solder matrices will be 

discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

Figure 4.4 shows the solder/copper interface for the eutectic solder 

(Figure 4.4a), Cu3Sn (Figure 4.4b), Cu6Sn5 (Figure 4.4c), Cu (Figure 4.4d), Au 

(Figure 4.4e), Ag (Figure 4.4f), and Ni (Figure 4.4g) composites after annealing 

at 140°C for 16 days. Except for the Ni composite solder (Figure 4.4g), these 

results are similar to the Sn/Pb eutectic solder case. However, the particles 

added to the solder affect the thicknesses and morphologies of the intermetallic 

layers. The Cu6Sn5 layers in the Cu, Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 composite solders are 

all slightly thinner than in the eutectic solder only sample, and the Cu3Sn layers 

are thicker. The opposite effects occur for Ag, Au, and Ni composite solders: 

the Cu6Sn5 layers are thicker and the Cu3Sn layers thinner than for the eutectic 

solder. 

To address the issues regarding the nanostructure of the interfacial 

intermetallics and the solder matrix, it is necessary to examine the 

solder/copper joints using transmission electron microscopy. As described in 

Chapter 3, it is possible to prepare the solder/copper joint sample for 

examination by TEM using ultramicrotomy. All phases are uniformly thin. For 

the first time, the copper substrate, Pb-rich and Sn-rich phases of the solder, 

the metallic and intermetallic particles in composite solder, and the intermetallic 
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layers at the solder/substrate interface were observed and analyzed by TEM 

simultaneously in a single sample. 

A TEM micrograph of a eutectic solder/copper joint aged at 140°C for 4 

days is shown in Figure 4.5. In this micrograph, the copper, solder, and 

intermetallic phases are visible and variations in the grain morphology of each 

phase are readily distinguishable. The intermetallics probably extend upwards 

from the interface. Electron diffraction studies were performed and the patterns 

for the Cu, Cu3Sn, and Cu6Sn5 phases are shown in Figure 4.6. These patterns 

were indexed and the phases were positively identified with at least 10 d-

spacings in agreement with the literature values.3 The interplanar d-spacings for 

these phases are listed in Appendix A. 

For as-soldered samples before annealing, only a thin, irregular Cu6Sn5 

layer was observed using SEM. Cu3Sn was not visible in any of the samples, 

including the eutectic solder. Similar observations have led some researchers 

to conclude that Cu3Sn does not form during soldering, but only during high 

temperature annealing.4,5,6,7 Cu3Sn should occur immediately, however, based 

on the Cu/Sn phase diagram and classical solid state phase transformation 

theory. Figures 4.7a and 4.7b are SEM and TEM micrographs of a Cu6Sn5 

composite solder joint in the as-soldered state showing the solder/copper 

substrate interface. In a TEM micrograph (Figure 4.7b), two intermetallic layers 

are visible between the solder matrix and the copper substrate. The Cu3Sn layer 

is about 0.2 to 0.3 fim thick and cannot be seen in the SEM micrograph of a 

similar area (Figure 4.7a). These results confirm that Cu3Sn forms during 

soldering, but may not be visible because of the spatial resolution limits of 

SEM. The Cu3Sn becomes observable by SEM only after intermetallic growth 
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occurs. 

Figures 4.8 to 4.13 show the interfacial region between the solder and 

copper substrate for different types of solder in the as-soldered state. The 

Figures are for Cu3Sn, Cu6Sn5, Cu, Ag, Au, and Ni composite solders, 

respectively. Except for the Ni composite, a thin Cu3Sn intermetallic layer exists 

between the Cu6Sn5 and the Cu substrate for all the solders. The Cu3Sn layer 

in the Ag and Au composites is much thinner than in the eutectic solder and 

Cu, Cu3Sn, Cu6Sn5 composites. The Cu3Sn layer is 0.07 - 0.15 fim thick in Ag 

and Au composites and 0.2 - 0.3 j»m thick in eutectic and Cu, Cu3Sn, Cu6Sn5 

composite solders. For the Ni composite solder in the as-soldered state, no 

continued Cu3Sn layer was observed. 

The microstructures of the solder/copper interfacial regions after 

annealing for 4 days at 140°C for Cu, Cu3Sn and Ag composite solder are 

shown in Figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16, respectively. Figure 4.17 shows the 

interfacial area of the Ni composite after annealing for 8 days at 140°C. For the 

eutectic and composite solders, two intermetallic layers increase in thickness 

with annealing. After annealing at 140°C for 4 days, the thickness of the Cu3Sn 

layer is on the order of 0.3 jum (0.2 - 0.4 jum) for the Ag composite (Figure 

4.16), and 0.4 jum (0.2 - 0.6 jum) for the Au composite, which is much less 

than the 1 .0 - 1.2 jum thickness of the Cu (Figure 4.14), Cu3Sn (Figure 4.15) 

and Cu6Sn5 composites, and the eutectic solder (Figure 4.5). The Cu3Sn layer 

may be very thin, if it exists at all, in the Ni composite solder after annealing 

at 140°C for 8 days (< 0.2 - 0.3 jum). 

The observed grain size are widely different for each phase. The solder 
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matrix consists of Pb-rich regions within very large Sn-rich regions, which will 

be discussed in Chapter 5. The copper substrate is extremely fined grained 

material. The Cu6Sn5 phase has columnar (rod-like) grains, whereas the Cu3Sn 

phase has a more equiaxed grain structure. The as-soldered Cu3Sn phase has 

a grain size on the order of 0.2 - 0.3 jum, and the grain size of the Cu6Sn5 

phase is on the order of 0.5 - 1 j«m. With annealing, coarsening occurs. After 

140°C for 4 days, the Cu6Sn5 grains were much rounder and larger, and their 

diameters increased to 1 - 2 jiim. The Cu3Sn phase only increased to 0.3 - 0.4 

jum. The Cu3Sn grains may be seen in Figures 4.5, 4.8 and 4.9. The columnar 

morphology of the Cu6Sn5 is shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. These grains are 

each a single crystal of Cu6Sn5. This morphology for Cu6Sn5 has also been 

observed by Warwick and Muckett.8 

Some of the small microstructural features visible in these TEM 

micrographs may be due to artifacts caused by the ultramicrotomy used for 

sample preparation.9 Contamination or dulling of the knife blade is often the 

source of extraneous features. Striations were observed at relatively evenly 

spaced intervals parallel to the direction of sectioning. These knife marks may 

result from a dull knife that has microchipping or contamination along the blade 

edge. In some areas, tearing of the intermetallic phases was observed. 

Intermetallic tearing could be avoided by cleaning the blade or by using an area 

of the blade free of pieces of resin or metal. Brittle phase tearing similar to that 

shown in the TEM micrographs has been observed by others.10,11 This is 

attributed to a combination of shearing and brittle fracture.7 

Another common sectioning artifact is "chatter," characterized by 
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regularly spaced areas of light and dark contrast aligned perpendicular to the 

sectioning direction. This is caused by vibration of the specimen during 

sectioning. The chatter is minimized if sectioning is performed in the early 

morning or late at night when people were rarely in the laboratory. It is 

hypothesized that in our laboratory, chatter is caused by floor and building 

vibrations. 

4.3 The Formation of Microvoids 

It was suggested by Lucey et al.12 that microvoids may form either 

within the intermetallic layers or at their interfaces, and extend to the surface 

of the solder joint. The microvoids could link together to form a conduit for 

impurities and oxygen diffusion from the external environment to interact with 

the subsurface intermetallic layer, resulting in a loss of solderability. However, 

there is no experimental evidence that clearly supports this model. 

After careful examination the SEM and TEM micrographs, it was 

determined that microvoids do not form at the solder/copper substrate interface 

for eutectic solder and composite solders in the as-soldered state, except for 

the Ni composite solder. After long time, high temperature annealing, 

microvoids may form. At this point, as shown in Figure 4.18, the Cu3Sn layer 

might transform totally or partially to Cu6Sn5 with additional annealing. The 

Cu3Sn layer stops growing. The thickness data for samples in this condition 

were not used for calculation of the diffusion coefficients. 

The microstructure of the Ni composite solder is different than the 

microstructure of any the other samples. Under certain annealing conditions, 

as shown in Figure 4.4g and Figure 4.19b, Cu3Sn is not observed and there is 
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a large concentration of voids in the Cu6Sn5, especially in the lower half of the 

intermetallic layer where Cu3Sn is expected to occur. Even though for some 

anneal conditions microvoids are not present, the Cu3Sn layer at the interface 

is extremely thin compared to other solders (Figure 4.19a) or even completely 

invisible. There are no clear rules about the conditions under which microvoids 

are present and no Cu3Sn layer exist. 

The microvoids discussed above are Kirkendall voids generated when 

different chemical components in a system have unequal diffusion coefficients. 

They form along a line at the intermetallic/copper substrate interface. These 

voids do not link and extend through the intermetallic layers to the 

intermetallic/solder interface. They are different than those "microtunnels" 

proposed by Lucey et al.12 

4.4 Activation Energies of Intermetallic Formation in Eutectic Solder and 

Composite Solders 

There are two limiting conditions for intermetallic formation and growth 

in the solder/copper substrate system. First, when diffusion through the 

growing intermetallic layer may be the rate-limiting factor (diffusion controlled 

growth). Second, an interfacial reaction is the rate-limiting step (reaction 

controlled growth). 

The thicknesses of the Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 were measured with a 

digitizing tablet interfaced to a personal computer. SEM micrographs of the 

solder/copper interface region were placed on the digitizer pad and a calibrated 

pointer was used to encode pairs of points representing a single measurement 

of the intermetallic thickness. A minimum of 100 such measurements, equally 
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spaced along the interface, were made for each thickness reported. This 

procedure results in high quality data that can be reliably analyzed with 

statistical significance. After digitization, the distributions of the measurements, 

the average thickness, the standard deviation, and the maximum and minimum 

thickness values were calculated. The average thickness values were used to 

represent the thickness of the intermetallic layers. Table 4.1 is an example of 

the statistical parameters calculated for the thickness measurements of Cu6Sn5 

in Au composite solder. 

Figures 4.20 and 4.21 are plots of the solder/copper interface 

thicknesses versus the square root of annealing time for Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn in 

eutectic solder at 140°C and Cu composite solder at 120°C, respectively. The 

linear correlation coefficients for the data, in Figures 4.20 (R2 = 0.94 for Cu6Sn5 

and R2 = 0.95 for Cu3Sn), and 4.21 (R2 = 0.95 for Cu6Sn5 and R2 = 0.98 for 

Cu3Sn), as well as for other anneal temperatures and in other types of 

composite solders suggests that the growth of these intermetallics is diffusion-

controlled over the temperature range 110 to 160°C and that it follows a simple 

parabolic relationship. In more general terms, intermetallic formation is a 

thermally activated process. 

As derived in Chapter 2, the diffusion coefficient may be calculated using 

d = {Dt <4-1> 

where d = layer thickness, D = diffusion coefficient and t = time. Values for 

D are calculated by plotting the intermetallic thickness versus the square root 

of the anneal time. The diffusion coefficients for Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn in eutectic 

solder at 140°C and in Cu composite solder at 120°C were calculated using 
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Equation 4.1 and are shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21, respectively. The 

measured intermetallic thicknesses and the diffusion coefficient at each 

temperature for each type of solder are listed in Table 4.2 (eutectic solder), 

Table 4.3 (Cu composite solder), Table 4.4 (Cu3Sn composite solder), Table 4.5 

(Cu6Sn5 composite solder), Table 4.6 (Ag composite solder), Table 4.7 (Au 

composite solder), and Table 4.8 (Ni composite solder). The correlation 

coefficients, R2, are generally found to be greater than 0.9 for all the eutectic 

and composite solders, except the Ni composite solder. The excellent linear 

correlations demonstrate that the diffusion model is valid. The lower correlation 

for the Ni composite solder may be attributed to the increased irregularity of the 

Cu6Sn5 intermetallic layer. Great difficulty was encountered in measuring the 

thickness of this layer due to its highly irregular and porous nature, and to the 

uncontrolled occurrence of microvoids, as described above. 

The activation energies for the formation of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn may be 

calculated using the relation: 

D=DQe-MT (4.2) 

which was derivated in Chapter 2. D = diffusion coefficient, D0 = diffusion 

constant, Q = activation energy, k = Boltzmann constant and T = absolute 

temperature. 

Figures 4.22 and 4.23 are plots of ln(D) versus 1/T for intermetallic 

formation in the Cu composite and Au composite solders, respectively. Again, 

the linear correlation coefficients, R2, for the activation energy plots for all 

solders are greater than 0.9. The linear fits are very good, demonstrating that 

the model is indeed appropriate. The activation energies for formation of Cu6Sn5 
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and Cu3Sn for eutectic solder in the temperature range 110 to 160°C are 0.84 

eV (18.5 Kcal/mol) and 1.63 eV (44.9 Kcal/mol), respectively. The values are 

in reasonable agreement with previously published data.13,14,15,16,17 The 

activation energies for intermetallic formation for the eutectic solder and 

composite solders are listed in Table 4.9. The growth of the intermetallic layers 

at the interface is strongly affected by the particle type added to the solder. Cu-

containing particle additions increase the activation energy for Cu6Sn5 formation 

and decrease the activation energy for Cu3Sn formation compared to the 

eutectic solder alone. Ag and Au particles decrease the activation energies for 

both Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn formation. Ni particles drastically increase the activation 

energy for Cu6Sn5 formation. 

4.5 In-Situ Thin Film Diffusion Couple Studies 

As a general rule for binary diffusion couples, the element with the lower 

melting point has the larger diffusion constant. Therefore, for the Cu-Sn 

system, Sn should be the faster diffuser in the Cu-Sn system. Diffusion couple 

experiments in the literature18,19,20 proved that Sn is the faster diffuser. 

Experiments reported in the literature for diffusion couples of Cu and Sn have 

found that Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn intermetallics form in the Cu substrate below any 

diffusion barrier layers (Sn, Ni, Co, Cu6Sn5, etc.) added between the Cu and 

Sn.21 This implies that the Sn diffuses into the Cu much more rapidly than the 

Cu diffuses into the Sn. To obtain direct information about the mechanisms of 

Cu/Sn intermetallic formation and growth at the solder/substrate interface and 

the effect of other particle additions, Cu/Sn and Cu/Sn/X (X = Ni, Ag or Au) 

thin film samples were observed in real time in the TEM while annealing the 
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samples using a hot stage. 

The types of thin film samples and the sample preparation methods were 

described in Chapter 3. Since thin films were deposited by evaporation, the Cu, 

Sn, Ni, Ag and Au films are polycrystalline. The morphologies of these thin 

films are shown in Figure 4.24. It is clear that the grain sizes and morphology 

are so different for each element that they can be easily distinguished. 

For Sn-islands on a Cu substrate, intermetallic formation and growth with 

annealing are demonstrated in Figure 4.25, which is a time series of TEM 

micrographs showing the Cu-Sn intermetallic growth. As shown in Figure 4.25, 

intermetallic formation begins at the Sn/Cu boundary and progresses laterally 

from the Sn into the Cu. The original Sn/Cu boundary remained stationary. This 

is an expected result since Sn is the faster diffuser in the system. Lateral 

growth is observable because the Cu and Sn are extremely thin (500 A) 

compared to their length and width. It is also possible that the oxygen and 

carbon present on the surface of the Cu (because the films were deposited in 

a conventional vacuum system) prevents the interdiffusion of the metallic films, 

as proposed by Dufner.22 

There are two distinct intermetallics after annealing. As shown in Figure 

4.25c the growth nearest the Sn is most likely Cu6Sn5, whereas the one 

adjacent to the Cu is probably Cu3Sn. The intermetallic phases were identified 

using selected electron diffraction patterns from each region. Furthermore, 

these two phases can also be easily distinguished by their grain sizes, i.e. the 

grain size of Cu3Sn is smaller than that of Cu6Sn5, as in the TEM cross-sectional 

micrograph of solder/copper joints. 

Heating also causes microstructural changes in the Cu and Sn layers. The 
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Cu layer undergoes a rapid microstructural change when it is first heated, and 

becomes more uniform. The Sn layer density decreases with time as the 

intermetallic layers grow and become thicker. In addition, the Sn layer near the 

Sn/Cu boundary becomes thinner with longer anneal times and, in extreme 

cases, scattered void formation was observed in the Sn closest to the interface. 

All these results indicate that Sn diffusion into the Cu must occur for 

intermetallic formation to take place. The growth of the intermetallics requires 

the diffusion of Sn through Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn followed by reaction with Cu. Cu 

does not diffuse into the solder to any appreciable extent. 

There are several other characteristics of the intermetallic regions shown 

in Figure 4.25. First, microvoid formation occurs at the Cu/intermetallic 

interface. The void formation was prolific at the intermetallic growth front, and 

the voids continuously evolved and preceded this front. Second, there was a 

formation of "finger-like" projections regions. These protrusions are one or both 

of the intermetallics. With annealing, these regions expanded and joined 

together laterally. Third, in the Cu6Sn5 intermetallic region, "electron dense," 

structures formed. The formation of these structures was sensitive to the 

temperature. With higher anneal temperature, they formed faster. This "electron 

dense" was also observed by Pouraghabagheret al. at high temperature range 

(350°C - 450°C).23 

For Cu islands on top of a continuous Sn layer, intermetallic formation 

took place where the Cu and Sn overlapped, and no lateral intermetallic 

formation was observed. Since this is a Sn rich system, the intermetallic was 

mainly Cu6Sn5. 

For Cu/Ni/Sn samples, when a continuous Ni barrier is deposited 
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inbetween the Cu and Sn, (thin film sample configuration 4, Chapter 3, page 

58 and 73), or deposited on top of the Cu and Sn islands, (thin film sample 

configuration 2 and configuration 3), lateral intermetallic formation is 

completely suppressed, even when the Ni layer is only 100 A thick. No 

intermetallics were observed after annealing at 250°C for several hours. This 

is in agreement with the use of Ni plating of copper printed circuit board 

conductors to maintain solderability after long storage times.24 Since Ni 

minimizes Cu-Sn intermetallic formation, it enhances solderability. 

For samples consisting of continuous Cu films plus isolated Sn islands, 

plus Ni islands which only partially overlap the Sn (configuration 1), at 250°C, 

intermetallic formation begins in some areas at the Sn/Cu boundary. The 

annealing behavior is the same as for the Cu/Sn samples described above. In 

other areas, as shown in Figure 4.26, there was no intermetallic growth even 

after annealing at 250°C for 30 minutes followed by 200°C for 24 hours. XEDS 

was used to identify the chemical composition. XEDS spectra show that in the 

areas with intermetallic growth, there is no Ni on top of the Sn or at the 

interface. For the areas without intermetallic growth, Figure 4.27 shows the 

XEDS peak intensity ratio of Ni to Sn as function of probe positions. The probe 

was placed on the Cu side, at the Cu/Sn interface, and at several positions on 

the Sn side, as labeled in Figure 4.26. The XEDS results demonstrate that Ni 

is present at the Cu/Sn interface and that there is a lateral Ni concentration 

gradient from the interface into the Sn. This implies that the Ni diffuses through 

the Sn layer to the Sn/Cu interface. Once the Ni reaches the interface, it may 

act as a barrier which prevents Sn from diffusing into the Cu, and thus inhibits 

Sn/Cu intermetallic reactions, even though it is present in extremely small 
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concentrations. 

Previous published data indicates that diffusion of Au and Sn in Au-Sn 

alloys is strongly concentration dependent.25 For the Sn/Au thin film sample, 

in the Sn-rich region, Au atoms diffuse rapidly into the tin matrix via an 

interstitial mechanism.26 In the Au-rich region, however, Au can diffuse only via 

a vacancy mechanism and thus the diffusivities of Au and Sn in Au are 

generally small. When Au and Sn are brought into contact with each other, 

even at room temperature, the Au diffuses rapidly into the Sn via an interstitial 

mechanism and forms the intermetallic phase AuSn4. This process is enhanced 

with high temperature (200-250°C) annealing. For the Cu/Sn/Au sample, with 

annealing, the Au first diffuses rapidly into the Sn and forms AuSn4 

intermetallic. The diffusion of Sn into the Cu is inhibited until all of the Au is 

reacts with Sn to form AuSn4. 

For the Sn/Ag sample, similar to the Sn/Au sample, Ag diffuses into the 

Sn and forms Ag-Sn intermetallic. This process is slower than in the Sn/Au 

sample, since the diffusivity of Ag in Sn is smaller than that of Au in Sn.25 For 

the Cu/Sn/Ag sample, with annealing, the diffusion of the Sn into the Cu and 

the Ag into the Sn occurs simultaneously. 

For the Sn/Ni sample, with high temperature annealing, Ni diffuses into 

the Sn and forms a Ni-Sn intermetallic. With in-situ TEM observation, it was 

found that the rate Ni-Sn intermetallic formation is slower than Au-Sn 

intermetallic, and even slower than Ag-Sn intermetallic formation. In the 

temperature range from room temperature to 400°C, the diffusivity of various 

elements in Sn is: Ni > Au > Ag.27 The low Ni-Sn intermetallic formation rate 

may be explained as follows. There are two factors related to X-Sn intermetallic 
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formation in the Sn/X thin film samples (X = Au, Ag and Ni). One is the 

diffusivity of X in Sn. The other is the nucleation rate for intermetallic 

formation. The X-Sn intermetallics may be formed by nucleation directly from 

the Sn phase.28 For the cases of Sn/Au and Sn/Ag thin films, the limiting factor 

for the formation of the intermetallic phase is the diffusivity of Au and Ag in 

Sn, respectively. For the case of Sn/Ni thin films, the limiting factor is the 

nucleation rate. This explanation is consistent with the observations of the 

Cu/Sn/Ni thin film samples that the Ni does not completely react with Sn to 

form Ni-Sn intermetallic, but diffuses rapidly to the Sn/Cu interface and acts as 

a barrier preventing Sn from diffusing into the Cu. 

4.6 Diffusion Mechanisms 

The diffusion and reaction of the Sn and Cu result in the formation and 

growth of the Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn intermetallics at the solder/copper substrate 

interface. Based on the studies of these intermetallic layers using SEM and 

TEM, and the in-situ observations, the formation of the intermetallics is thought 

to occur via the following mechanisms, which are diagrammed in Figure 4.28. 

Initially after soldering, thin layers of both Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn are formed at the 

solder/copper substrate interface. The 17-phase, Cu6Sn5, forms adjacent to the 

solder and the e-phase, Cu3Sn, forms adjacent to the copper substrate. With 

annealing, Sn diffuses through the Cu6Sn5 phase to the tj/e interface, and reacts 

there with the Cu3Sn to form Cu6Sn5. The Sn also diffuses through the Cu3Sn 

phase to the e/Cu interface and reacts there with the Cu causing the Cu3Sn 

layer to grow in thickness as well. Based on the morphology of the 17 and e 
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phases, Sn diffusion mainly occurs through the grain boundaries. 

Additional evidence of the tin being the mobile species in the 

solder/copper system is provided by the AuSn4 and Ag3Sn particles which are 

in the solder side and along the solder/Cu6Sn5 interface in the Au and Ag 

(Figure 4.3b) composite solders, respectively. Although these particles could 

have been deposited here by transfer from the solder during the mechanical 

polishing used for sample preparation, it is more likely that they are a residue 

of the reaction between the added particles and the solder. These intermetallic 

particles can act as diffusion markers. If Cu is the faster diffuser, the particles 

should be inside the Cu6Sn5 or Cu3Sn intermetallic layers, or along the 

copper/Cu3Sn interface. This is not the case. Their position on the solder side 

of the interface is consistent with Sn being the mobile species. 

Another phenomenon observed in this system is Pb enrichment at the 

solder/Cu6Sn5 interface after annealing. The solder near this region is depleted 

of Sn, as shown in Figure 4.1. The total length of the intermetallic/solder 

interface and the length of the interface contacted by the Pb-rich phase were 

measured using a digitizing tablet. The ratios of the area contacted by the Pb-

rich phase to the total interfacial area were calculated for various anneal 

conditions and are listed in Table 4.10. For the eutectic solder before annealing, 

the ratio was approximately 0.16. After annealing for 4 days at 160°C, this 

ratio increased to approximately 0.9. This ratio did not increase after additional 

annealing at 160°C. One explanation for this behavior is that at the start of 

annealing, there is a large amount of Sn at the interface that can readily react 

with the Cu. With continued annealing, the amount of immediately available Sn 

decreases, creating a Sn concentration gradient in the solder and increasing the 
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ratio of Pb-rich phase contact area to total interfacial area. Subsequently, the 

Sn supply at the interface becomes dependent on Sn diffusion through the 

solder to the interface. At equilibrium, a Sn concentration gradient is formed in 

the solder and the ratio of Pb-rich area to total interface area is approximately 

constant over time. 

The particles in the composite solders strongly affect the diffusion 

behavior of Sn, and therefore affect Cu-Sn intermetallic formation at the 

solder/copper substrate interface. The thicknesses of the intermetallic layers for 

all seven samples in the as-soldered state and after annealing for 16 days at 

140°C are shown in Figures 4.29 and 4.30. The measurements were performed 

from SEM micrographs as previously described, except for the thicknesses of 

the Cu3Sn layer before annealing which were measured from TEM micrographs. 

One interesting feature of the data is that none of the particles, except Ni, 

strongly affect the initial thickness of the Cu6Sn5 layer. However, after annealing 

for 16 days at 140°C, trends are evident in both the Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn 

thicknesses. The composite solders with Cu-containing and Fe particles all 

reduce the Cu6Sn5 thickness and increase the Cu3Sn thickness with respect to 

the eutectic solder. Ag, Au, Ni and Pd all reduce the amount of Cu3Sn at the 

interface. The Fe and Pd samples will be discussed later. 

As listed in Table 4.9, all of the Cu-containing particles increase the 

activation energy for Cu6Sn5 formation, but reduce the activation energy for 

Cu3Sn formation compared to eutectic solder. The Au and Ag composite 

solders have smaller activation energy values for the formation of Cu6Sn5 and 

Cu3Sn. The activation energy for the formation of Cu6Sn5 in the Ni composite 

solder is very large and the activation energy for Cu3Sn formation can not be 
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determined because Cu3Sn is not always observed. 

Intermetallic formation is a strong function of the activation energy: For 

large values of Q, the temperature dependence is enhanced. Depending on the 

D0 values and the initial intermetallic thicknesses, Cu6Sn5 can be the dominant 

phase at low temperatures, but Cu3Sn can dominate at high temperatures. This, 

in fact, is what is experimentally observed. For the short time soldering 

sequences, the exposure to high temperature is minimal and the Cu6Sn5 is 

preferentially formed. The formation of Cu3Sn is kinetically limited and may or 

may not be observable using optical microscopy or SEM depending on the exact 

soldering conditions used. During high temperature processing, however, more 

Cu3Sn is formed than Cu6Sn5 (compared to the initial amounts) and both 

intermetallics become observable. The TEM observations confirm this model, 

since Cu3Sn is always observed in as-soldered samples, even though it is very 

thin. Cu3Sn growth dominates at high temperature because its activation 

energy is larger than that of Cu6Sn5. 

Au and Ag composite solders have smaller Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn activation 

energies than eutectic solder. The Cu3Sn is very thin after the initial soldering 

operation (< 0.2 ixm) and it always remains thinner than the Cu6Sn5 layer, even 

after high temperature and long time annealing. Au can rapidly diffuse by an 

interstitial diffusion mechanism in the Sn matrix.26 During soldering, all the Au 

particles in the solder matrix react completely with Sn to form AuSn4, thus 

reducing the amount of Sn that is able to reach the solder/copper interface. The 

initial thickness of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn after soldering are thinner than for the 

eutectic solder only sample and Cu-containing composite solder samples 

(section 4.2). After soldering, the AuSn4 particles are distributed uniformly in 
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the solder matrix. (The microstructure of the solder matrix will be discussed in 

chapter 5 in detail). Buene et al29 studied the room temperature diffusion of 

Au/Sn thin film couples and found that Sn might diffuse through the Au-Sn 

intermetallic very quickly via the grain boundaries. The diffusion coefficient of 

Sn through Au-Sn intermetallic is about 105 larger than Sn self-diffusion. Figure 

4.31 is a TEM micrograph which shows the Au composite solder matrix after 

annealing at 140°C for 4 days. There are two AuSn4 particles in contact with 

each other. Both AuSn4 grains contact the Sn-rich phase of the solder. These 

phases were all identified using selected area electron diffraction patterns. The 

AuSn4/AuSn4 grain boundary (labeled 1) and AuSn4/Sn phase boundary (labeled 

2) are clearly visible. XEDS in STEM mode was used to determine the Sn/Au 

ratios along the AuSn4/AuSn4 grain boundary and AuSn4/Sn phase boundary, 

and these were compared to the Sn/Au ratios inside the AuSn4 phase, which 

were measured 200 A away from the boundary toward the center of the AuSn4 

grain. The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 4.32. The 

average XEDS peak intensity ratio of Sn to Au at the boundaries is 2.3, much 

larger than the average value of 1.1 inside the AuSn4 grains. This means that 

the AuSn4 grain boundaries and the AuSn4/Au phase boundaries may act as 

enhanced diffusion pathway for Sn. Since the Sn can diffuse easily along these 

boundaries after soldering, the Sn supply to the solder/copper interface is 

greater than for the eutectic solder only. The Sn moves via normal bulk 

diffusion of the Sn in the areas without AuSn4, and via the much faster 

boundary diffusion through AuSn4/AuSn4 grain boundaries and AuSn4/Au phase 

boundaries. This enhances the Sn diffusion and reduces the activation energies 

for the formation of both Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn at the Au composite solder/copper 
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interface compared to the eutectic solder only. 

The difference between the Ag and Au composite solders is that all of 

the Au particles react completely with Sn to form AuSn4, whereas the Ag 

particles are not completely transformed to Ag3Sn during the soldering 

operation. After soldering, both Ag and Ag3Sn particles occur in the solder 

matrix. The remaining Ag particles may act as Sn-sinks. They remove Sn from 

the solder and reduce the amount of Sn available for reaction at the substrate 

interface. The Ag particles continue to react with the Sn until the terminal 

phase Ag3Sn formed. The Sn-sink and enhanced diffusion through Ag3Sn/Ag3Sn 

grain boundaries and Ag3Sn/Sn phase boundaries diffusion mechanisms are 

competive processes. In the case of Ag composite solder, the increase in 

boundary diffusion is dominant, and the overall effect is that the Cu6Sn5 and 

Cu3Sn activation energies are smaller than for the eutectic solder, but larger 

than for the Au composite solder. 

Compared to eutectic solder alone, the Cu-containing particles all 

increase the activation energy of Cu6Sn5 formation and, therefore reduce its 

thickness. These particles also decrease the activation energy for Cu3Sn 

formation and enhance its thickness. There are two possible mechanisms which 

can occur in the solder matrices of these alloys. The Cu and Cu3Sn particles act 

as Sn-sinks. They remove Sn from the solder and reduce the amount of Sn 

available for reaction at the substrate interface. The particles continue to react 

with the Sn until the terminal phase Cu6Sn5 is formed. Thus, the amount of Sn 

that reaches the solder/copper substrate interface in a given period of time is 

reduced. 

However, this mechanism may not be the only way in which the 
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activation energies are affected. Sn-sinks do not explain why the presence of 

Cu6Sn5 particles (the terminal phase) also alters the kinetic data. Cu6Sn5 

particles do not directly react with the solder. It has been experimentally 

verified that they do not change shape or phase with annealing, so it may be 

assumed that they are chemically inert in Sn/Pb solder and do not act as Sn-

sinks. To investigate the effect of Cu6Sn5 particle additions on Sn diffusion, a 

10 w t% Cu6Sn5 composite solder was fabricated. These samples were 

annealed at 150°C for 0, 4, 16 and 32 days, and the Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn 

intermetallics at the solder/copper interface were examined. Table 4.11 gives 

the intermetallic thicknesses and diffusion coefficients at 150°C for both 10 

w t% Cu6Sn5 composite solder and 20 wt% Cu6Sn5 composite solder. From 

Table 4.11 it can be seen that all the intermetallic thicknesses of Cu6Sn5 and 

Cu3Sn for the 20 wt% Cu6Sn5 composite solder/copper interface are thicker 

than the corresponding thicknesses for 10 wt% Cu6Sn5 composite solder under 

the same annealing conditions. Therefore, the diffusion coefficients are larger 

for 20 wt% Cu6Sn5 composite solder than for 10 wt% Cu6Sn5 composite 

solder. Since the Cu6Sn5 phase is the terminal phase in the system, the Cu6Sn5 

phases do not react with Sn. The only difference between these two composite 

solders is that there are more Cu6Sn5 particles in the 20 wt% Cu6Sn5 composite 

solder and therefore there are more Cu6Sn5 grain and phase boundaries. These 

boundaries enhance Sn diffusion. It is postulated here that enhanced boundary 

diffusion exists in all-Cu containing composite solders. The values of the 

activation energies in Cu-containing composite solders support this postulate. 

20 wt% of intermetallic particles were added to the solder matrix for both the 

Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 composite solders. Comparing these two composite solders, 
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the activation energy changes for 20wt % Cu3Sn composite solder are larger 

than those for 20 wt% Cu6Sn5 composite solder compared to the eutectic 

solder alone. For the 7.6 wt% Cu composite solder, since fewer particles were 

added to the solder matrix, there are fewer boundaries that can enhance the Sn 

diffusion, hence the changes in activation energy are smaller than for 20 wt% 

Cu6Sn5 composite solder. Since Cu, Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 particles are larger than 

the AuSn4 and Ag3Sn particles, the ratio of the areas of the Cu-containing 

phase/Sn boundary are smaller than for the Au and Ag composite solders. Thus 

the enhanced boundary diffusion effects are also smaller. 

Intermetallic formation for the Ni composite solder is quite different than 

for the other composite solders. Cu3Sn formation is almost completely 

suppressed. The thickness of the Cu6Sn5 layer is increased over that observed 

for the eutectic solder alone and other composite solders, but a substantial 

fraction of the volume is void space. 

One way of analyzing the activation energy data for the Ni composite 

solder is to note that the activation energies for the formation of Cu3Sn and 

Cu6Sn5 intermetallics are both greatly increased. Since Cu3Sn is not usually 

observed, its activation energy may be assumed to have been raised to a very 

large value. The activation energy for Cu6Sn5 formation is 1.58 eV, an increase 

of 1.9 over that observed for the eutectic solder alone. It should also be noted 

that the Ni particles are only 4 wt% of the composite solder, which makes their 

effectiveness even more marked. 

Ni acts as an extremely effective diffusion barrier making it difficult for 

the Sn to diffuse into the Cu. The excess Sn on the solder side of the interface 

makes the Sn-rich intermetallic phase favored, hence Cu6Sn5, the intermetallic 
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with the largest Sn/Cu ratio, is formed. During annealing, or even during 

soldering, Ni from the added particles diffuses to the interface and blocks any 

additional Sn from moving from the solder into the Cu. This effect is observed 

in the in-situ thin film annealing experiments. Ni drastically inhibits intermetallic 

formation when it is placed between the Cu and the Sn, and also when it is 

placed on top of the Sn without direct contact with the substrate Cu. The voids 

in the intermetallic layer, as shown in Figure 4.19, may be due to the 

Kirkendahl Effect, that is, due to differences in the diffusivities of the two 

species, Cu and Sn. The voids occur in the area where Cu mass transport is 

greatest, closest to the Cu substrate. The Ni diffuses rapidly through the solder 

via an interstitial mechanism to the interface where it prevents Sn diffusion. 

However, Cu may not be prevented from diffusing through the Ni barrier layer 

quite so effectively. Kirkendahl voids would be formed as the Cu closest to the 

substrate diffuses to the solder and reacts with the Sn there to form Cu6Sn5. 

This is consistent with the microstructural observation that there are Pb-rich 

phases and Ni3Sn4 intermetallic phases inside the Cu6Sn5 interface layer (Figure 

4.19) which means that Cu diffuses into the solder. This is also consistent with 

the XEDS spectra inside the Cu6Sn5 interface layer where a small Ni peak is 

observed. 

There is an observed tendency that the thicknesses of the intermetallics 

depart from the d proportional to t,/2 behavior, typically after high temperature 

and long time annealing. It appears that it is the supply of Sn to the Cu 

substrate which is in some way restricted. One possibility is the presence of 

the voids at the intermetallic/copper substrate interface, as shown in Figure 

4.19. Voids would limit the flow of the Sn into the Cu substrate. Another 
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possibility is that coarsening is occurring in the two intermetallic layers, 

inhibiting the movement of Sn via grain boundaries since with coarsening the 

ratio of the grain boundary areas to a given volume decreases. With TEM, 

coarsening of the two intermetallic phases with annealing is observed, as 

discussed in section 4.2. Another possibility is that the segregation of an 

impurity to the grain boundaries of the intermetallic phases is limiting the rate 

of reaction of the Sn, so that the system is no longer diffusion controlled. Lead 

is one possible candidate, since no impurities were detected in this study. 

4.7 Microstructures of Fe and Pd Composite solders 

After comparing the equilibrium phase-diagrams30 and diffusion 

characteristics of Cu-Sn with Fe-Sn, and of Ni-Sn with Pd-Sn (and many 

others), the prediction was made that the microstructures of the intermetallic 

interface at the solder/copper substrate should be similar for Fe and Cu-

containing additions, and similar for Ni and Pd composite solders. For example, 

Fe, like Cu, forms a number of intermetallic phases with Sn. However, Pd 

behaves more like Ni, forming a solid solution with Cu. Figure 4.33 shows the 

interface of the Fe composite solder after annealing at 140°C for 4 days. Figure 

4.34 shows the intermetallic interface of the Pd composite solder after 

annealing at 140°C for 16 days. The similarities of the microstructures of the 

Cu to the Fe, and the Ni to the Pd composite solders are striking, in keeping 

with the predictions. Likewise, the intermetallic thickness data for Fe and Pd 

composite solders, included in Figure 4.30, are similar to the Cu-containing 

composites and Ni composite, respectively. 
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4.8 Summary and Conclusions of Chapter 4 

During soldering, both Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn form at the solder/copper 

substrate interface. The 77-phase Cu6Sn5 forms adjacent to the solder and the 

e - p h a s e Cu3Sn is adjacent to the Cu substrate. Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn both increase 

in thickness with increasing anneal time and temperature. The activation 

energies for the formation of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn at the interfaces of eutectic 

solder and six types of composite solders/copper substrate were determined. 

The growth of the intermetallic layers at the interface is strongly affected 

by the particle type added to the solder. Cu-containing particle additions reduce 

the thickness of Cu6Sn5 and increase the thickness of Cu3Sn. They increase the 

activation energy for Cu6Sn5 formation and decrease the activation energy for 

Cu3Sn formation compared to the eutectic solder alone. Ag and Au particles 

decrease the activation energies for both Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn formation. Ni 

particles drastically reduce the Cu3Sn thickness to near zero and increase the 

thickness of Cu6Sn5. However, the Cu6Sn5 contains a substantial volume 

fraction of voids close to the Cu substrate. 

TEM was used to investigate the nanostrucutres of the eutectic and 

composite solder/copper systems and the interfacial relationships among the 

different phases. Studies of the intermetallic layers in TEM showed that the e-

phase has a columnar morphology while ij-phase has a rod like faceted 

morphology. Cu3Sn was observable at the solder/copper interface in as-soldered 

samples only by using TEM. It was not observable using SEM. 

To determine the mechanisms of intermetallic formation at the 

solder/copper interface and the effect of particle additions on intermetallic 

growth, Cu/Sn, Cu/Sn/Ni, etc. thin film samples were annealed in the TEM in-
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situ using a hot stage. For the Cu/Sn thin film sample, it was found that 

intermetallic formation begins at the Sn/Cu boundary and progresses laterally 

from the Sn into the Cu. It was also found that Ni may act as a barrier which 

prevents Sn from diffusing into Cu, thus inhibiting Cu-Sn intermetallic 

formation. 

Based on the SEM and TEM studies and in-situ TEM thin film 

observations, a Sn diffusion model and the Sn diffusion mechanisms affected 

by particles in composite solders were proposed. The growth of Cu-Sn 

intermetallics at the solder/copper substrate interface requires the diffusion of 

Sn through Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn followed by reaction with Cu; Cu does not 

diffuse into the solder to any appreciate extent. 

There are two mechanisms which explain the effects of the particle 

additions on the kinetics of intermetallic formation. First, the grain boundaries 

of the intermetallic particles and the intermetallic particle/Sn phase boundaries 

in the solder matrix may act as enhanced diffusion pathways for Sn, thus 

increasing the Sn supply at the solder/copper interface. Second, the Cu, Cu3Sn 

and Ag particles act as Sn-sinks which remove Sn from the solder and decrease 

the amount of Sn available for reaction at the solder/substrate interface. 

Ni is an extremely effective diffusion barrier which completely prevents 

Sn from diffusing into Cu. The activation energy for Cu6Sn5 formation is 

dramatically increased compared to the eutectic solder samples. 
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Table 4.9 Activation Energies (eV) for Intermetallic Formation 

for the Eutectic Solder and Composite Solders 

Solder Alloy Type Cu6Sn5 Cu3Sn Solder Alloy Type 

Q R2 Q R2 

eutectic solder 0.84 0.98 1.63 0.96 

7.6 wt% Cu 1.00 0.92 0.96 0.95 

20 wt% Cu3Sn 1.31 0.99 0.81 0.94 

20 wt% Cu6Sn5 1.23 0.94 0.91 0.94 

4 wt% Ag 0.73 0.95 1.18 0.99 

4 wt% Au 0.65 0.98 0.85 0.99 

4 wt% Ni 1.55 0.92 N/A 
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Table 4.10 The Ratio of the Area Contacted by the Pb-rich Phase 

to the Total Interfacial Area of the Solder/Cu Interface 

Solder Type Anneal Condition Ratio 

eutectic solder as-soldered 0.16 eutectic solder 

4 days at 160°C 0.92 

eutectic solder 

8 days at 160°C 0.92 

20 wt% Cu6Sn5 composite 4 days at 160°C 0.78 20 wt% Cu6Sn5 composite 

8 days at 160°C 0.77 

20 wt% Cu6Sn5 composite 

16 days at 160°C 0.80 

20 wt% Cu3Sn composite 4 days at 160°C 0.78 20 wt% Cu3Sn composite 

8 days at 160°C 0.90 

20 wt% Cu3Sn composite 

16 days at 160°C 0.90 

4 wt% Au composite as-soldered 0.24 4 wt% Au composite 

4 days at 160°C 0.70 

4 wt% Au composite 

8 days at 160°C 0.74 
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(a) SEM microstructure 

Figure 4.1. (a) SEM microstructure and (b) XEDS spectra of eutectic 

solder/copper substrate sample after annealing at 120°C for 32 days. (A) Cu 

substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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(a) as-soldered 

Figure 4.2. SEM microstructures of Cu composite solder/copper substrate 

samples as a function of annealing time, (a) as-soldered state, (b) 120°C for 8 

days, (c) 120°C for 64 days. The Cu6Sn5 layer is general thicker than the Cu3Sn 

layer. A Cu particle is visible in (a) surrounded by Cu6Sn5. Another Cu particle 

is visible in (b) surrounded by Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5. The particle visible in (c) has 

completely transformed to Cu6Sn5. (A) Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) 

Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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(b) 120°C for 8 days 

(c) 120°C for 64 days 
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(a) 120°C 

Figure 4.3. SEM microstructures of Ag composite solder/copper substrate 

samples as a function of annealing temperature, (a) 120°C, (b) 140°C and (c) 

160°C for 32 days. The particles in the matrix are Ag and Ag3Sn. (A) Cu 

substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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(a) eutectic solder 

Figure 4.4. SEM microstructures of the eutectic solder and composite 

solder/copper substrate interfaces after annealing at 140°C for 16 days, (a) 

eutectic solder, (b) 20 wt% Cu3Sn composite solder, (c) 20 w t% Cu6Sn5 

composite solder, (d) 7.6 wt% Cu composite solder, (e) 4 w t% Au composite 

solder, (f) 4 w t% Ag composite solder, and (g) 4 wt% Ni composite solder. The 

particle additions affect the thicknesses and morphologies of the intermetallic 

layers at the interface. (A) Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich 

phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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(b) 20 wt% Cu3Sn 

(c) 20 wt% Cu6Sn5 
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(d) 7.6 wt% Cu 

(e) 4 wt% Au 
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(f) 4 wt% Ag 

void 

(g) 4 wt% Ni 
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Figure 4.5. TEM micrograph of a eutectic solder/copper joint after annealing at 

140°C for 4 days. The copper, solder and intermetallic phases are all visible. (A) 

Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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(a) Cu6Sn6 

(b) Cu3Sn 

TMWMlif 

(c) Cu 

Figure 4.6. Selected area diffraction patterns of the (a) Cu6Sn5, (b) Cu3Sn, and 

(c) copper phases in Figure 4.5. 
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(a) TEM, Cu3Sn composite, as-soldered, low magnification 

Figure 4.8. TEM micrograph of the as-soldered Cu3Sn composite solder/copper 

joint, (a) low magnification and (b) higher magnification. (A) Cu substrate, (B) 

Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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(b) TEM, Cu3Sn composite, as-soldered, higher magnification 
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(a) TEM, Cu6Sn5 composite, as-soldered, low magnification 

Figure 4.9. TEM micrograph of the as-soldered Cu6Sn5 composite solder/copper 

joint, (a) low magnification and (b) higher magnification. (A) Cu substrate, (B) 

Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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(b) TEM, Cu6Sn5 composite, as-soldered, higher magnification 
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« 

Figure 4.10. TEM micrograph of the as-soldered Cu composite solder/copper 

joint. (A) Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5< (D) Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich 

phase. 
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Figure 4.11. TEM micrograph of the as-soldered Ag composite solder/copper 

joint. (A) Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich 

phase. 
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Figure 4.12. TEM micrograph of the as-soldered Au composite solder/copper 

joint. (A) Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich 

phase. 
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Figure 4.13. TEM micrograph of the as-soldered Ni composite solder/copper 

joint. (A) Cu substrate, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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Figure 4.14. TEM micrograph of Cu composite solder/copper joint after 

annealing at 140°C for 4 days. (A) Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-

rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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Figure 4.15. TEM micrograph of Cu3Sn composite solder/copper joint after 

annealing at 140°C for 4 days. (A) Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-

rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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Figure 4.16. TEM micrograph of Ag composite solder/copper joint after 

annealing at 140°C for 4 days. (A) Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-

rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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Figure 4.17. TEM micrograph of Ni composite solder/copper joint after 

annealing at 140°C for 8 days. (A) Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5> (D) Pb-

rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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microvoids 

Figure 4.18. SEM micrograph of Au composite solder/copper joint after 

annealing at 120°C for 64 days. Microvoids are present along the 

intermetallic/copper substrate interface (indicated by the arrors). The Cu3Sn is 

partially transformed to Cu6Sn5. (A) Cu substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) 

Pb-rich phase, and (E) Sn-rich phase. 
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(a) 120°C, 32 days 

Figure 4.19. SEM micrographs of a Ni composite solder/copper joint, (a) 

annealed at 120°C for 32 days and (b) annealed at 160°C for 16 days. (A) Cu 

substrate, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich phase, (E) Sn-rich phase, (F) voids, 

(G) Ni, and (H) Ni3Sn4. 
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(b) 160°C, 16 days 
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Figure 4.20 Intermetallic thicknesses at the solder/copper interface versus the 

square root of aging time for eutectic solder at 140°C. The slope of the line is 

the square root of the diffusion coefficient. 
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Figure 4.21 Intermetallic thicknesses at the solder/copper interface versus the 

square root of aging time for Cu composite solder at 120°C. The slope of the 

line is the square root of the diffusion coefficient. 
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Figure 4.22 Plots of ln(D) versus 1/T for Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn formation at the 

solder/copper substrate interface of Cu composite solder. The slope of the line 

is the activation energy. 
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Figure 4.23 Plots of ln(D) versus 1/T for Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn formation at the 

solder/copper substrate interface of Au composite solder. The slope of the line 

is the activation energy. 
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(a) Cu 

Figure 4.24. TEM micrographs of (a) Cu, (b) Sn, (c) Ni, (d) Ag, and (e) Au thin 

films. The morphologies for each element are different. 
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(b) Sn 

(c) Ni 
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(d) Ag 

(e) Au 
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(a) unaged 

Figure 4.25. A time series of TEM micrographs of Sn islands on a continuous 

Cu layer showing the Cu-Sn intermetallic growth, (a) unaged, (b) 250°C for 9 

min, (c) 250°C for 18 min, (d) 250°C for 31 min, (e) 250°C for 32 min, 

followed by at 200°C for 72 min, (f) 250°C for 32 min, followed by at 200°C 

for 286 min, (g) 250°C for 32 min, followed by at 200°C for 703 min. 
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(b) 250°C, 9 min 
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(c) 250°C, 18 min 
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(d) 250°C, 31 min 
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(e) 250°C, 32 min + 200°C, 72 min 
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(f) 250°C, 32 min + 200°C, 286 min 
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(g) 250°C, 32 min + 200°C, 703 min 
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Sill 

Figure 4.26. TEM micrograph of the Cu/Sn/Ni sample showing no intermetallic 

growth after annealing at 250°C for 2 hours, followed by 200°C for 12 hours. 

Ni was detected at the Sn/Cu interface. 1, 2 and 3 are the probe positions for 

XEDS analysis. 
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Figure 4.27. XEDS peak intensity ratios of Ni to Sn for the Cu/Sn/Ni sample. 
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Figure 4.28. Model for the growth of the two interfacial intermetallics. 
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Figure 4.29. The thicknesses of the iritermetallic layers at the solder/copper 

substrate interface for eutectic solder and all composite solders in the as-

soldered condition. 
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Figure 4.30. The thicknesses of the intermetallic layers at the solder/copper 

substrate interface for eutectic solder and all composite solders after annealing 

at 140°C for 16 days. (Note scale change from Figure 4.29.) 
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Figure 4.31. TEM micrograph of the matrix of Au composite solder after 

annealing at 140°C for 4 days. The AuSn4/AuSn4 grain boundary is labeled as 

1 and AuSn4/Sn phase boundary is labeled as 2. (D) Pb-rich phase, (E) Sn-rich 

phase and (F) AuSn4. 
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Figure 4.32. XEDS peak intensity ratio of Sn to Au along an AuSn4/AuSn4 grain 

boundary and an AuSn4/Au phase boundary compared to the ratio within the 

AuSn4. 
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Figure 4.33. SEM micrograph of 4 wt% Fe composite solder/copper joint 

annealed at 140°C for 4 days. Compare Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.2b. There are 

two intermetallics at the solder/copper interface in both micrographs. The Cu 

particles are surrounded by Cu-Sn intermetallic. The Fe particles are surrounded 

by Fe-Sn intermetallic. (A) Cu, (B) Cu3Sn, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich, (E) Sn-rich 

and (F) Fe. 
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Figure 4.34. SEM micrograph of 4 wt% Pd composite solder/copper joint 

annealed at 140°C for 16 days. Compare Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.4h. There 

is no Cu3Sn layer and voids occur at the solder/copper interface in both 

samples. (A) Cu, (C) Cu6Sn5, (D) Pb-rich, (E) Sn-rich (F) voids, and (G) Pd-Sn 

intermetallic. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE MATRIX OF 

EUTECTIC AND COMPOSITE SOLDERS 

5.1 Introduction 

The reliability of solder joints often depends directly on the mechanical 

properties of the solder alloy. The mechanical properties of metals and alloys 

depend on their microstructures and solder alloys are no exception. The 

behavior of solder alloys is complex because unlike most structural alloys, they 

are used at such high temperature relative to the melting temperature that the 

microstructures change and evolve during service. Application conditions that 

involve thermal cycling may produce cyclic microstructural evolution, depending 

on the temperatures and frequencies involved. 

The elements of the microstructure that are typically important are the 

grain size and shape, the spacing of second phase particles, and the dislocation 

density. In eutectic solders the grain size and the second-phase size and 

spacing are directly related because at least two phases are always present. In 

this chapter, the as-soldered eutectic and composite solder microstructures and 

their evolution during annealing are reported. The study concentrates on a 

fundamental understanding of the microstructure of the solder matrix and its 

dependence on processing, solidification and annealing. The particles in the 

composite solder matrix, their reaction with the solder, and their effect on Sn 

diffusion are also discussed. 
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The samples were prepared as described in Chapter 3. The standard 

solidification cooling rate is the same for all samples, and is the same as that 

used in the study of intermetallic layers at the solder/copper substrate interface. 

The relationship of the matrix microstructure of as-soldered eutectic solder 

samples with the cooling rate was also examined. 

5.2 The Microstructure of Eutectic Solder 

SEM and TEM micrographs of the eutectic solder matrix in the as-

soldered state are shown in Figure 5.1. The eutectic solder consists of two 

phases. In the SEM micrograph*of Figure 5.1a, the Sn-rich phase appears dark 

and the Pb-rich phase appears light. The matrix has a uniform globular 

microstructure and does not show a lamellar or colony structure. The volume 

ratio of the Pb-rich phase to Sn-rich in the eutectic 63Sn/37Pb solder is about 

27:73.1 In the TEM micrograph of Figure 5.1b, the darker contrast Pb-rich 

phase completely resides within the Sn-rich phase. Upon solidification at the 

eutectic temperature, 19 wt% Sn is soluble in the Pb-rich phase2,3 and 2.5 wt% 

Pb is soluble in the Sn-rich phase.4 On cooling to room temperature the 

solubility drops to about 1 wt% Sn5 and less than 0.4 wt% Pb6 in the Pb-rich 

phase and Sn-rich phase, respectively. The microstructure of eutectic solder is 

highly dependent on the processing the alloy has received.7 The relationship 

between the microstructure and the solidification cooling rate of eutectic solder 

will be discussed in next section. At the standard cooling rate used throughout 

the work, the typical microstructure is as in Figure 5.1. The selected area 

diffraction pattern (SADP) of these phases are shown in Figure 5.2. The d-

spacings of the SADPs in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b match the d-spacing values 
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given in the literature8 to within 1 % for fcc-Pb and /?-Sn, respectively. These 

phase identifications were also verified using x-ray energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (XEDS) in both SEM and STEM modes. In contrast to the results 

of Frear et al.9,10 the Sn was not found to precipitate out in the Pb-rich regions 

of the matrix. 

The microstructure of a two-phase alloy is unstable if the total interfacial 

free energy is not minimized. If the alloy is held at a temperature where 

diffusion can occur, small particles will coarsen into larger particles with a 

smaller total interfacial area through a continuous, diffusion-controlled process. 

However, such coarsening often produces undesirable degradation of 

mechanical properties such as strength.11 As with grain growth, the rate of 

coarsening increases with temperature and is of particular concern in the design 

of materials for high temperature applications. 

The effect of anneal time and temperature on coarsening of eutectic 

solder was studied using both SEM and TEM. Figure 5.3 shows the matrix of 

eutectic solder after annealing at 140°C for 8 days. The grains in the Sn-rich 

region can be distinguished easily and each Pb-rich region appears to be a 

single grain. While Sn-rich grains are regular in shape, the Pb-rich phase 

becomes elongated and more irregular with annealing. Comparing Figures 5.1a 

and 5.3, it is clear that the grain size increases with annealing. The average 

grain sizes for the Sn-rich and Pb-rich regions increase from 0.5 fxm and 1 jum 

in the as-soldered state to 1 jum and 3 jinn after annealing at 140°C for 8 days. 

Figure 5.4 shows the average grain size of the Pb-rich phase as a function of 

annealing time at 140°C. 

For the as-soldered eutectic solder sample, a phase with bright contrast, 
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as shown in Figure 5.5a, was observed using TEM. The SADP of this phase is 

shown in Figure 5.5b. XEDS spectra verify that this phase contains Pb. The 

SADP in Figure 5.5b is characterized by broad rings. Ring broadening is typical 

of amorphous or nanocrystalline materials. It is a totally unexpected result to 

find an amorphous Pb-rich phase, because both the Pb-rich and Sn-rich phases 

must solidify from the liquid as the sample cools. Since XEDS used here cannot 

detect light elements (Z < Na), it cannot distinguish between metallic Pb and 

Pb oxides. To identify the amorphous phase, eutectic solder samples in the as-

soldered state were sent to Oakridge National Laboratory and analyzed by Dr. 

Mary McGivers using electron energy loss spectrascopy which can detect 0 . 

The results showed that the amorphous areas are much thinner than the non-

amorphous areas (Sn-rich phase and crystalline Pb-rich phase), and contain lead 

and oxygen. The existance of the very thin Pb oxide phase may due to 

preferential removal of the Pb during the TEM sample preparation process of 

ultramicrotomy, followed by the oxidation of the remaining thin Pb phase. 

Alternatively, the Pb-rich phase may be totally removed from the sample leaving 

the native PbO behind. To exam whether or not the Pb-rich phase can oxidize 

easily, as-soldered eutectic solder samples were also prepared by 

electropolishing and mechanical polishing followed by ion milling. Although the 

quality of the samples prepared using these techniques were not as good as 

those prepared by ultramicrotomy, broad ring diffraction patterns were still 

obtained. These results confirmed that the Pb-rich phase can be oxidized very 

easily. 
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5.3 Eutectic Microstructures in the as-Soldered State 

A central principle of materials science states that a material's properties 

originate not only from its atomic composition but also from the atomic 

arrangements within the material i.e. the material microstructure. However, for 

a material of a given chemical composition, the microstructure is not static but 

can vary greatly with its processing history. In the case of solder, the 

application dictates its use in the as-soldered state, and hence, the cooling rate 

of the alloy is the primary processing parameter. The local cooling rates of a 

solder joint depend on many factors, including the soldering process, the 

specific solder joint thickness and geometry, the composition and configuration 

of the carrier board, and the neighboring components.11 To understand the 

effect of cooling rate on solder joint microstructure, the microstructures of 

samples with a simple configuration of copper/eutectic solder/copper with 

different cooling rates (described in Chapter 3) were studied. 

In the case of the fastest cooling rate, there is preferentially oriented, 

plane-front, steady-state growth. The eutectic Sn/Pb solder grows as 

alternating lamellae of the two constituent phases parallel to the direction of 

growth. Eutectic solidification is a cooperative growth process since the solute 

rejected ahead of one phase region becomes immediately incorporated as the 

solvent phase in the adjacent region, and the planes thus grow at the same 

rate.11 Many lamellae constitute a lamellar grain. They will continue to grow in 

a coupled manner until they contact an external interface or a similar grain. The 

eutectic lamellar microstructure is shown in Figure 5.6. The lamellar spacing 

within the eutectic grain is determined by the cooling rate. A fast cooling rate 

results in fine lamellae. For a multigrained structure, the eutectic grains will be 
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smaller and the lamellar spacing within each grain will be finer with faster 

cooling rates.12,13,14 The important microstructural parameters in this structure 

are the eutectic grain size and the internal fine phase structure. 

With this morphology, many individual phase regions, i.e., the lamellae, 

constitute a single eutectic grain. Within a eutectic grain, all regions of the 

same phase exhibit a single constant crystallographic orientation, and there is 

a unique preferred crystallographic interface plane between the two constituent 

phases.14,15,16,17,18 The lamellar grain described above is composed, in fact, of 

single crystallites of the two constituent phases.18,19,20,21 The crystallographic 

relationships for the two phases minimize the growth and interfacial energies 

for a given set of solidification conditions. The stability of the liquid-solid 

interface determines the inter- and intraphase crystallographic and 

morphological perfection.15,16,17,18 

A breakdown of the lamellar structure results from instabilities in the 

advancing liquid-solid interface. The resultant morphology may be rod-like, or 

globular (degenerate lamellar). It lacks the long-range perfection of the regular 

lamellar structure.17 Interface instabilities arise from growth along unfavorably 

oriented growth directions, local supercooling effects, etc.16,17,18 Solidification 

under such conditions results in discontinuities and faults of the individual 

phase regions and phase interfaces that disrupt the continued growth of the 

aligned lamellar structure. Instead, as shown in Figure 5.7, only a short-range 

phase alignment is maintained and a colony substructure develops within a 

eutectic grain. A colony is a subset of a eutectic grain and is characterized as 

a short-range phase alignment over a small region of the eutectic grain 

separated from other eutectic colonies by a small crystallographic mismatch.11 
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The colony structure lacks the structural perfection of the lamellar eutectic, 

especially at the colony boundaries. However, it does maintain a special and 

unique crystallographic alignment with the growth direction and, as much as 

possible, between the two constituent phases. 

A different microstructure is obtained for moderate cooling rate samples, 

(Figure 5.1b). Eutectic colony formation is suppressed and the microstructure 

consists of a dispersion of the Pb-rich phase in a Sn-rich matrix. The phase size 

and shape distribution are uniform throughout the entire specimen. Unlike the 

lamellar grain structure described above, there is no crystallographic relationship 

between the two phases. 

When the slowest solidification cooling rate is used, as described in 

Chapter 3, the amorphous Pb oxide phases are observed. This implies that the 

sample preparation artifact of Pb removal by ultramicrotomy occurs more easily 

when the solder/copper joint solidifies slowly. 

Describing a eutectic microstructure is not straightforward. Unlike a 

single-phase material, grain size is not readily apparent. Much of the published 

work on solder microstructures uses the phase diameter (i.e., the average 

diameter of a phase region in a two dimensional section) as the grain size. The 

phase diameter may not be a true grain at all. Figure 5.8 is a dark field image 

of a moderate cooling rate sample. The Pb-rich regions are embedded within the 

Sn-rich phase. By definition, a grain refers to an element of a material within 

which a single crystallography exists. In a eutectic structure, many individual 

phase regions may constitute a single "eutectic grain". The terms that apply to 

eutectic microstructures include the eutectic grain, the eutectic colony, and the 

individual phase regions. The eutectic grain refers to that portion of the 
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structure that nucleated at a single site and that shares a specific and unique 

crystallography. The eutectic colony may be a subset of a eutectic grain and 

refers to a region within the microstructure where the phase particles have a 

characteristic arrangement.12 

The coarsening behavior of as-soldered eutectic solders varies 

significantly with the various morphologies. The perfect lamellar structures 

exhibit exceptionally high morphological stability at elevated temperatures.22,23 

This contrasts greatly with the rapid coarsening of the more dispersed 

structures and the irregularly shaped material which comprises the colony 

boundaries. Coarsening always initiates in these less regular regions and very 

slowly consumes the rest of the material. This is attributed to the higher 

interfacial energies of the less favorably aligned structures and the enhanced 

diffusion afforded by the greater fault and grain boundary areas.12 

5.4 The Microstructures of Composite Solders 

5.4.1 The Matrix of Cu-Containing Composite Solders 

SEM microstructures of the Cu, Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 composite solder 

matrices in the as-soldered state are shown in Figures 5.9a, 5.9b and 5.9c, 

respectively. The copper particles (Figure 5.9a) and Cu3Sn particles (Figure 

5.9b) are surrounded by a layer of Cu6Sn5. The TEM micrograph in Figure 5.10 

shows the interfacial region between a copper particle and the solder of the Cu 

composite solder in the as-solddred state. Similar to the interfacial layers 

between the solder and copper substrate, two intermetallic layers, Cu3Sn and 

Cu6Sn5, are visible between the copper particle and the solder matrix. 

SEM microstructures of the Cu, Cu3Sn, and Cu6Sn5 composite solder 
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matrix after annealing at 140°C for 16 days are shown in Figures 5.11a, 5.11b, 

and 5.11c, respectively. With annealing, the Cu and Cu3Sn particles react with 

Sn to form Cu-Sn intermetallics. If the anneal time is long enough and large 

amounts of Sn are present (as is the case of the samples used in these 

experiments), the particles completely transform to the thermodynamically 

favored terminal phase Cu6Sn5. In the Cu composite solder, the thicknesses of 

the intermetallics surrounding the Cu particles are relatively constant, 

independent of the particle size. The intermetallic thicknesses were measured 

using the same computerized digitization technique as used for measuring the 

intermetallic thicknesses at the solder/copper substrate interfaces. Table 5.1 

compares the thicknesses of the Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 layers around the copper 

particles with the intermetallic thicknesses at the solder/copper substrate 

interface for Cu composite solder annealed at 140°C. It was found that the 

thicknesses of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn at the solder/copper particle interface after 

annealing at 140°C for 0 (the as-soldered state), 4, 8 and 16 days are larger 

than the corresponding thicknesses at the solder/copper substrate interface. 

Therefore, the diffusion coefficient is larger at the solder/copper particle 

interface than at the solder/copper substrate interface. The diffusion of Sn 

through Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn followed by reaction with Cu must occur for 

intermetallic formation and growth to take place. Copper particles (or other 

metallic/intermetallic particles) are distributed uniformly in the composite solder 

matrix and are surrounded by the solder. The pathways for the Sn to diffuse to 

the copper particles are shorter than to the solder/copper substrate interface. 

Thus the Sn flux at the solder/copper particle interface is greater than at the 

solder/copper substrate interface. This is consistent with the diffusion 
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mechanism proposed for the formation and growth of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn 

interfacial layers presented in Chapter 4. Table 5.2 compares the thicknesses 

of the Cu6Sn5 layer around the Cu3Sn particles with the Cu6Sn5 thicknesses 

around the copper particles and at the solder/copper substrate interfaces for Cu 

and Cu3Sn composite solders after annealing at 140°C. The thickness of the 

Cu6Sn5 layer around the Cu3Sn particles is larger than that around the Cu 

particles or at the solder/copper substrate interface. This is because of the Sn 

reacts with the Cu3Sn phase directly and transforms it to Cu6Sn5. It is not 

necessary to transform Cu to Cu3Sn first. This observationt is also consistent 

with the proposed diffusion mechanism. 

With annealing, the Cu particles react with the Sn. After the 

consumption of all the Cu, the Sn reacts with Cu3Sn until it is all transformed 

into Cu6Sn5. In the Cu3Sn composite solder, Cu3Sn reacts with the Sn to form 

Cu6Sn5 directly. Both Cu and Cu3Sn particles act as Sn-sinks. They remove Sn 

from the matrix which reduces the amount of Sn that diffuses to the 

solder/substrate interface. This is one mechanism that causes the change in 

activation energies for the formation of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn at the solder/copper 

substrate interface in Cu and Cu3Sn composite solders compared to the 

eutectic solder alone. 

Since Cu6Sn5 is the thermodynamically favored terminal phase, the 

Cu6Sn5 particles in the Cu6Sn5 composite solder do not react with the Sn as the 

Cu and Cu3Sn particles do. With annealing, the Cu6Sn5 particles remain the 

same, as shown in Figures 5.9c and 5.11c, except possibly for a small amount 

of coalescence. These Cu6Sn5 particles, therefore, do not react with Sn to any 

appreciable extent. As discussed in Chapter 4, the Cu6Sn5/Cu6Sn5 grain 
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boundaries (labeled 1 in Figure 5.12) and Cu6Sn5/Sn phase boundaries (labeled 

2 in Figure 5.12) enhance the Sn diffusion in the solder matrix. 

5.4.2 The Matrices of Au and Ag Composite Solders 

Figures 5.13a and 5.13b are SEM micrographs of the Au composite 

solder matrix in the as-soldered state and after annealing at 140°C for 16 days. 

The gray contrast, needle-like structures are AuSn4 intermetallic. Dyson et 

a l 24,25,26 studied the diffusion of noble metals in Sn and Pb, and found that Au 

impurities diffuse rapidly in Sn by an interstitial mechanism. Since Sn self-

diffuses via vacancy diffusion, the diffusivities of Au diffusing in Sn and Sn 

self-diffusion are very different. At 140°C, the Au diffusivity is on the order of 

10"7 cm2/sec,24 while the diffusivity of Sn is on the order of 10"12 cm2/sec.27 

During soldering Au rapidly diffuses through the solder matrix and reacts with 

Sn to form AuSn4 intermetallic. In the as-soldered state, the Au particles have 

completely transformed into AuSn4. AuSn4 phase is the terminal phase in this 

system according to the Au-Sn phase diagram.28 With additional annealing, the 

AuSn4 does not react with the Sn or Pb. As discussed in Chapter 4, XEDS in 

STEM mode revealed that there were enhanced diffusion pathways for Sn along 

the AuSn4/AuSn4 grain boundaries and AuSn4/Sn phase boundaries. 

The matrices of the Ag composite solder in the as-soldered state and 

after annealing at 140°C for 16 days are shown in Figures 5.14a and 5.14b. 

The Ag particles react with Sn to form Ag3Sn intermetallic during the soldering 

operation and with annealing. The rates for the formation of the Cu-Sn, Au-Sn 

and Ag-Sn intermetallics are: Au-Sn > Ag-Sn > Cu-Sn. The Ag and Ag3Sn 

particles have almost the same contrast in the SEM and can be distinguished 
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only by XEDS analysis. In addition, the Ag and Ag3Sn particles appear similar 

in the TEM, but have different SADPs. The particles shown in Figures 5.14a 

and 5.14b are Ag and Ag3Sn. With annealing more and more Ag particles 

transform into Ag3Sn. 

5.4.3 The Matrix of the Ni Composite Solder 

Figures 5.15a and 15b are SEM micrographs of the Ni composite solder 

matrix in the as-soldered state and after annealing at 140°C for 16 days. In the 

as-soldered state, the Ni particles are surrounded by a layer of Ni3Sn4. A TEM 

micrograph of a Ni particle surrounded by Ni3Sn4 is shown in Figure 5.16. The 

Ni3Sn4 phase was identified by XEDS in the SEM and by SADP in the TEM. 

While the Ni3Sn4 layer in the as-soldered state is thicker than the Cu6Sn5 layer 

surrounding the Cu particles in Cu composite solder (Figure 5.9a), the 

subsequent growth of Ni3Sn4 around the Ni particles is similar to the growth of 

Cu6Sn5 around the Cu particle. With soldering and annealing, the Ni reacts with 

the Sn until the Ni transforms completely to the terminal phase Ni3Sn4. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, during soldering Ni diffuses extreme quickly in Sn by 

an interstitial mechanism29 to the solder/copper substrate interface and stays 

there. This Ni barrier layer inhibits the Sn from reaching the copper substrate 

and thus prevents the Sn from reacting with Cu to form Cu-Sn intermetallic. 

5.4.4 The Pb-Rich and Sn-Rich Phases in Composite Solder 

The metallic or intermetallic particles added to the composite solders are 

distributed in the solder matrix and are imbedded in the Pb-rich and Sn-rich 

regions. As shown in Figure 5.12, a TEM micrograph of the Cu6Sn5 composite 
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solder matrix in the as-soldered state, the morphology and the size of the Pb-

rich and Sn-rich regions in composite solders are the same as in the eutectic 

solder matrix. In as-soldered state, all the composite solder matrices have a 

uniform globular microstructure (Figure 5.9, 5.13a, 5.14a and 5.15a), except 

for Cu6Sn5 composite solder which has a two phase eutectic lamellar 

microstructure due to a different local solidification cooling rate. The coarsening 

behavior of the composite solder matrices are same as that of the eutectic 

solder matrix. The coarsening rates are also similar. As shown in Figure 5.11, 

5.13b, 5.14b and 5.15b, the sizes of the Pb-rich and Sn rich regions in 

composite solders after annealing at 140°C for 16 days are not significantly 

different for the in eutectic solder. In addition, precipitation of metallic or 

intermetallic particles within the solder phases, or Sn precipitation within the 

Pb-rich regions were not observed. 

5.5 Summary and Conclusions of Chapter 5 

The eutectic solder matrix consists of two phases, Pb-rich and Sn-rich. 

The matrix has a uniform globular microstructure in the as-soldered state and 

no precipitation was found within the Pb-rich or Sn-rich regions or along the 

grain boundaries. 

With high temperature and long time annealing, the two solder phases 

coarsen. The sizes of the Pb-rich and Sn-rich regions increase with time, and 

the rate of coarsening increases with temperature. 

An amorphous Pb oxide phase was observed in the eutectic and 

composite solder matrices. The existance of this phase may due to removal of 

the Pb during the ultramicrotomy used for TEM sample preparation. 
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The microstructure of solder matrix in the as-soldered state is related to 

the solidification cooling rate. With faster cooling, the eutectic Sn/Pb solder 

grows as alternating lamellae of the two constituent phases. With slower 

cooling, the eutectic solder matrix forms a dispersion of Pb-rich regions in the 

Sn-rich matrix. This microstructure is uniform in phase size and shape. 

The Cu and Cu3Sn particles in the Cu and Cu3Sn composite solders react 

with Sn until all Cu and Cu3Sn particles transform into the terminal phase 

Cu6Sn5. The particles act as Sn-sinks which remove Sn from the solder. The 

formation and growth of Cu-Sn intermetallics at the solder/copper particle 

interface are similar to that at the solder/copper substrate interface. 

Cu6Sn5 is the terminal intermetallic phase. Cu6Sn5 particles in the Cu6Sn5 

composite solder do not react with the solder. The Cu6Sn5/Cu6Sn5 grain 

boundaries and Cu6Sn5/Sn phase boundaries may enhance the Sn diffusion to 

the solder/copper substrate interface. 

Au diffuses rapidly in solder via an interstitial mechanism. During 

soldering, all Au particles react completely with Sn and form the terminal 

intermetallic phase AuSn4. The AuSn4/AuSn4 grain boundaries and AuSn4/Sn 

phase boundaries act as enhanced diffusion pathways for Sn. 

During soldering and with annealing, Ag reacts with Sn to form Ag3Sn 

in Ag composite solder. 

Ni can diffuse rapidly to the solder/copper substrate interface where it 

acts as barrier layer and inhibits Sn diffusion. Ni also reacts with Sn to form 

Ni3Sn4 in the Ni composite solder. 

The morphology and the sizes of the Pb-rich and Sn-rich regions in the 

composite solders are similar to those of the eutectic solder matrix. The 
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coarsening behavior of the Pb-rich and Sn-rich phases are not affected by the 

particle additions in the composite solders. 
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Table 5.1. Thicknesses (ji/m) of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn layers 

at the Solder/Copper Particle Interface and Solder/Copper Substrate Interface 

for 7.6 wt% Cu Composite Solder Annealed at 140°C 

Intermetallic Position Anneal Time (days) Intermetallic Position 

0 4 8 16 

Cu6Sn5 around copper 

particle 

1.01 2.00 2.64 4.93 Cu6Sn5 

at solder/copper 

interface 

0.96 1.64 2.19 3.61 

Cu3Sn around copper 

particle 

0 1.83 2.20 2.83 Cu3Sn 

at solder/copper 

interface 

0 0.82 1.37 2.46 
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Table 5.2. Thicknesses (//m) of Cu6Sn5 Layers After Annealing at 140°C 

Position Anneal Time (days) Position 

0 4 8 16 

around Cu3Sn particles 0.90 3.17 7.82 11.48 

around Cu particles 1.01 2.00 2.64 4.93 

at Cu3Sn composite solder/copper 

substrate interface 

0.98 1.65 2.23 2.58 

at Cu composite solder/copper 

substrate interface 

0.96 1.64 2.19 3.61 
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(a) SEM 

Figure 5.1. (a) SEM and (b) TEM microstructures of the eutectic solder matrix 

in the as-soldered state. (A) Pb-rich phase and (B) Sn-rich phase. 
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(b) TEM 
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(a) Pb-rich phase 

(b) Sn-rich phase 

Figure 5.2. Selected area diffraction patterns (SADP) of (a) Pb-rich phase and 

(b) Sn-rich phase. 
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Figure 5.3. SEM microstructure of the eutectic solder matrix after annealing at 

140°C for 8 days. (A) Pb-rich phase and (B) Sn-rich phase. 
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Figure 5.4. The size of the Pb-rich phase of eutectic solder as a function of 

anneal time at 140°C. 
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(a) TEM micrograph 

(c) SADP 

Figure 5.5. (a) TEM microstructure of eutectic solder matrix in the as-soldered 

state shows the amorphous Pb oxide phase and (b) SADP of Pb oxide phase. 

(A) Pb oxide phase and (B) Sn-rich phase. 
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Figure 5.6. TEM microstructure of eutectic solder matrix after solidification with 

fast cooling rate shows a highly lamellar structure. The dark regions are the Pb-

rich phase and the light regions are the Sn-rich phase. 
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Figure 5.7. TEM microstructure of eutectic solder matrix after solidification with 

fast cooling rate may show a colony structure. The dark regions are the Pb-rich 

phase and the light regions are the Sn-rich phase. 
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Figure 5.8. Dark field TEM micrograph of eutectic solder matrix after 

solidification with moderate cooling rate. The Sn-rich grains are clearly visible. 
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(a) Cu 

Figure 5.9. SEM microstructures of (a) Cu, (b) Cu3Sn and (c) Cu6Sn5 composite 

solder matrix in the as-soldered state. (A) Pb-rich phase, (B) Sn-rich phase, (C) 

Cu, (D) Cu6Sn5 and (E) Cu3Sn. 
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(b) CiuSn 

(c) CugSrig 
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Figure 5.10. TEM micrograph of Cu composite solder matrix in the as-soldered 

state shows the a particle and surrounding Cu-Sn intermetallics. 
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(a) Cu 

Figure 5.11. SEM microstructures of (a) Cu, (b) Cu3Sn and (c) Cu6Sn5 

composite solder matrix after annealing at 140°C for 16 days. (A) Pb-rich 

phase, (B) Sn-rich phase, (C) Cu, (D) Cu6Sn5 and (E) Cu3Sn. 
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(b) Cu3Sn 

(c) CiigSrig 
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Figure 5.12. TEM micrograph of Cu6Sn5 composite solder matrix in the as-

soldered state. Cu6Sn5/Cu6Sn5 grain boundaries (labeled with 1) and Cu6Sn5/Sn 

phase boundaries (labeled with 2) are visible. (A) Pb oxide phase, (B) Sn-rich 

phase and (C) Cu6Sn5 . 
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(a) as-soldered 

(b) 140°C, 16 days 

Figure 5.13. SEM microstructure of Au composite solder matrix (a) as-soldered 

arid (b) after annealing at 140°C for 16 days. (A) Pb-rich phase, (B) Sn-rich 

phase and (C) AuSn4. 
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(a) as-soldered 

. I m 

(b) 140°C, 16 days 

Figure 5.14. SEM microstructure of Ag composite solder matrix (a) as-soldered 

and (b) after annealing at 140°C for 16 days. (A) Pb-rich phase, (B) Sn-rich 

phase, (C) Ag and (D) Ag3Sn. 
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(a) as-soldered 

(b) 140°C, 16 days 

Figure 5.15. SEM microstructure of Ni composite solder matrix (a) as-soldered 

and (b) after annealing at 140°C for 16 days. (A) Pb-rich phase, (B) Sn-rich 

phase, (C) Ni and (D) Ni3Sn4 phase. 
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Figure 5.16. TEM micrograph of Ni composite solder matrix in the as-soldered 

state showing a Ni particle and surrounding Ni3Sn4. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY 

In this dissertation, the studies of diffusion kinetics and microstructures 

of eutectic and composite solder/copper joints were described in detail. Sn/Pb 

solders are widely used by the electronics industry to provide both mechanical 

and electrical connections within and among the different packaging levels in 

an electronic system. In an effort to improve the mechanical properties of 

solder, metallic and intermetallic particles were added to a eutectic solder 

matrix to form composite solders. When solder reacts with the copper 

substrate, the intermetallics Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn form and grow at the 

solder/copper interface. The formation and growth of these intermetallics have 

been proposed as controlling mechanisms for solderability and reliability of 

solder/copper joints. It is important to investigate the kinetics and 

microstructures of the new composite solder/copper joints and to understand 

the mechanisms behind the experimental results, which could lead to better 

control of the solderability and reliability. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM), x-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) and scanning transmission 

electron microscopy (STEM) were used to examine the microstructures of 

solder/copper joints. Samples used for SEM examination were prepared using 

standard metallurgical sample preparation techniques with careful control of the 

polishing conditions. Ultramicrotomy was the primary TEM sample preparation 
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technique developed during this project. 

The diffusion kinetics and microstructures of six types of composite 

solder/copper joints were studied. These composite solders are: 7.6 w t % Cu, 

20 w t% Cu6Sn5, 20 w t% Cu3Snf 4 w t% Au, 4 w t% Ag and 4 w t % Ni. The 

growth and morphology of the intermetallic phases at the composite 

solder/copper substrate interface were examined as functions of time, 

temperature and particle additions. The activation energies for the formation of 

Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn at the interface were determined for these composite 

solders, and were compared to the published values for the eutectic 

solder/copper system. The microstructures and the anneal behavior of the 

eutectic solder and composite solder matrix were studied. The effect of the 

particle additions on the diffusion behavior of Sn in the composite solder matrix 

and thus on the microstructures of the intermetallic interface were also 

examined. 

Conclusions from this work are: 

1. During soldering, both Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn form at the solder/copper 

substrate interface. The rj-phase Cu6Sn5 forms adjacent to the solder and 

the e-phase Cu3Sn is adjacent to the copper substrate. Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn 

both increase in thickness with increasing anneal time and temperature. 

2. The activation energies for the formation of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn at the 

eutectic solder and six types of composite solder/copper substrate 

interfaces were determined. 

3. The addition of particles to eutectic solder strongly affects the 

microstructure and kinetics of the interfacial intermetallic layers at the 

solder/copper substrate interface. Compared to the activation energy for 
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Cu6Sn5 formation (0.84 eV) and Cu3Sn formation (1.63 eV) for the 

eutectic solder alone: 

(1) Cu-containing particle additions (Cu, Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn) reduce 

the thickness of the Cu6Sn5 and increase the thickness of the 

Cu3Sn. They increase the activation energy for Cu6Sn5 formation 

and decrease the activation energy for Cu3Sn formation. 

(2) Au and Ag particles decrease the activation energies for both 

Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn formation. 

(3) Ni particle additions drastically increase the activation energy for 

Cu6Sn5 formation. Cu3Sn formation is suppressed. Its thickness is 

reduced to almost zero. The Cu6Sn5 layer contains a substantial 

volume fraction of voids adjacent to the copper substrate. 

TEM was used to investigate the nanostructure of the eutectic and 

composite solder/copper systems and the interfacial relationships among 

the different phases. 

(1) Ultramicrotomy was successfully used to section thin slices of 

solder/copper joints in cross-section for TEM analysis. For the first 

time, the Pb-rich and Sn-rich phases of the solder, the copper 

substrate, the particles in the composite solders, and the metallic 

and intermetallic interfacial layers were observed and analyzed by 

TEM in a single sample. 

(2) The e -phase Cu3Sn has a columnar morphology while the tj-phase 

Cu6Sn5 has a rod faceted morphology. The grain size of the 

Cu6Sn5 phase is larger than that of the Cu3Sn phase. 

(3) Cu3Sn was observable at the solder/copper interface in as-
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soldered samples only by using TEM. It was not observable using 

SEM. 

5. Thin film samples were annealed in the TEM in-situ using a hot stage, 

and were observed in real-time to determine the mechanisms of 

intermetallic formation at the solder/copper interface and the effect of 

particle additions on the intermetallic growth. 

(1) For the Cu/Sn thin films, intermetallic formation begins at the 

Sn/Cu boundary and progresses laterally from the Sn into the Cu. 

(2) For the Cu/Sn/Ni thin films, Ni acts as a barrier which prevents Sn 

from diffusing into Cu, thus inhibiting Cu-Sn intermetallic 

formation. 

6. The eutectic solder matrix consists of two phases, Pb-rich and Sn-rich. 

(1) The eutectic solder matrix has a uniform globular microstructure 

in the as-soldered state. With annealing, the two solder phases 

coarsen. 

(2) The microstructure of solder matrix in the as-soldered state is 

related to the solidification cooling rate. With fast cooling, 

alternating lamellae of the two constituent phases are formed. 

With slow cooling, the eutectic solder matrix is a dispersion of Pb-

rich region in a Sn-rich matrix. 

7. For the particles added to the solder matrix: 

(1) Cu and Cu3Sn particles react with Sn until all Cu and Cu3Sn 

transform to the terminal phase, Cu6Sn5. These particles act as 

Sn-sinks which remove Sn from the solder. 

(2) Cu6Sn5 particles do not react with the solder. The Cu6Sn5/Sn 
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phase boundaries and Cu6Sn5/Cu6Sn5 grain boundaries enhance 

the Sn diffusion to the solder/copper substrate interface. 

(3) Au diffuses rapidly in the solder via an interstitial mechanism. 

During soldering, all the Au particles react completely with the Sn 

to form the terminal phase AuSn4. The AuSn4/Sn phase 

boundaries and AuSn4/AuSn4 grain boundaries act as enhanced 

diffusion pathways for Sn. 

(4) During soldering and with annealing, the Ag particles react with 

the Sn to form Ag3Sn. 

(5) Ni can diffuse rapidly to the solder/copper substrate interface and 

act as a barrier layer to inhibit Sn diffusion. Ni also reacts with the 

Sn to form Ni3Sn4. 

8. Based on the SEM and TEM studies, and in-situ TEM thin film 

observations, a Sn diffusion model and Sn diffusion mechanisms in 

composite solders were proposed. 

(1) The growth of Cu-Sn intermetallics at the solder/copper substrate 

interface requires the diffusion of Sn through Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn 

followed by reaction with Cu; Cu does not diffuse into the solder 

to any appreciable extent. 

(2) There are two mechanisms which explain the effects of the 

particle additions on the kinetics of intermetallic formation. First, 

the grain boundaries of the intermetallic particles and the 

intermetallic particle/Sn phase boundaries in the solder matrix act 

as enhanced diffusion pathways for Sn, thus increasing the flux 

of Sn to the solder/copper substrate interface. Second, the Cu, 
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Cu3Sn and Ag particles act as Sn-sinks which remove Sn from the 

solder and decrease the amount of Sn available for reaction at the 

solder/substrate interface. 

(3) Ni is an extremely effective diffusion barrier which completely 

prevents Sn from diffusing into the copper substrate. 
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This appendix describes the crystal structures of the metals and 

intermetallics discussed in this study. 

Metals usually have one of the three basic crystal structures: face-

centered cubic (fee) (Strukturbericht A1), body-centered cubic (bcc) 

(Strukturbericht A2), or closed-packed hexagonal (cph) (Strukturbericht A3). 

These forms result from simple ways of packing spheres. Figure A.1 illustrates 

the unit cells in perspective with the atomic positions indicated by spheres.1 

The shadowed planes are the closest-packed planes. In the fee and cph 

structures, the coordination number is 12, each atom being surrounded by 12 

nearest neighbors at a distance &/2H = 0.707a in fee (where a is the length 

of the cube edge), and a distance of a in cph (where a is the length of the edge 

of the hexagon). In the bcc structure the coordination number is 8, with 8 

nearest neighbors at a distance ah/3/2 = 0.866a (where a is the length of the 

cube edge), and with an additional 6 next nearest neighbors at a distance a. 

The electron diffraction pattern from a specific region of a specimen 

viewed in the transmission electron microscope (TEM) is known as a Selected 

Area Diffraction Pattern (SADP). SADPs are routinely used for phase 

identification. The SADP on the final viewing screen is the magnified image of 

the back focal plane of the objective lens. The magnification factor is defined 

as an equivalent camera length that would be necessary to produce the same 

magnification in a diffraction camera without the lenses. This is shown 

schematically in Figure A.2 using reflection from crystal planes at a Bragg angle 

9 to generate a diffracted beam.2 As discussed by J.W. Edington,2 if the 

distance from the transmitted to the diffracted spot is R, and the camera length 

is L: 
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Rd = XL (A.1) 

where XL is the camera constant which describes the magnification of the 

diffraction pattern. The distance R in the SADP is characteristic of the 

interplanar spacing d(hk)) of the reflecting plane and the camera constant. After 

obtaining a SADP, the interplanar spacing (d-spacing) is calculated by: 

d = (A.2) 
R 

The interplanar spacings, d(hk„, may be used for phase identification using the 

data compiled by the International Center for Diffraction Data.3 

The crystal structure of Pb is fee with a = 4.9502 A (where a is the 

length of the cube edge as shown in Figure A. 1a).4 Sn has two possible 

phases: grey a-Sn and white /?-Sn. Grey Sn is cubic and is the low temperature 

phase. It was not observed in this study. (According to the equilibrium phase 

diagram cr-Sn should form below 13°C in pure Sn, but this transformation is 

greatly inhibited by the presence of Pb or Sb in Sn alloys.) /?-Sn, as shown in 

Figure A.3, has a body-centered tetragonal structure with 2 atoms per unit cell 

and a = 5.8315 A, c = 3.1814 A.4 Tables A.1 and A.2 show the lattice 

spacings and indexed planes for Pb and /?-Sn. 

The d-spacings in Tables A.1 to A.3, and the calculated d-spacings in 

Tables A.4 to A.8 are calculated values using the lattice parameters and the 

crystallographic formulae for interplanar spacings given by J.W. Edington.5 The 

handbook values of the d-spacings in Tables A.4 to A.7 are the d-spacings 

published by the International Center for Diffraction Data.3 The experimental 

values of the d-spacings in Tables A.4 to A.8 were calculated from data 
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obtained during this project. 

The crystal structures of Cu, Ag, Au, and Ni are all face-centered cubic. 

Table A.3 lists the lattice spacings4 and indexed planes for these elements. 

When atoms of two or more elements can be intermixed over a range of 

concentrations on the sites of a given crystal structure, a solid solution is 

formed. Many solid solutions become ordered at low temperatures. Ordering 

involves a change from the nearly random distribution of the different types of 

atoms at each atomic site to a more regular arrangement whereby designated 

lattice sites are occupied predominately by one kind of atom.1 In a disordered 

alloy of composition AB, for example, all the lattice sites are occupied by both 

A and B atoms. On ordering, A and B atoms segregate to specific lattice sites, 

so that the resulting arrangement can be described as a lattice of A atoms 

interpenetrating a lattice of B atoms. The segregation of atoms to particular 

lattice sites may take place with little or no deformation of the lattice, creating 

an ordered solid solution, or superlattice, from a random solid solution.1 

In a disordered solid solution, crystallographically equivalent atomic 

planes are statistically identical, but in an ordered superlattice this need not be 

true. For example, alternate planes of a set may become A-rich and B-rich 

planes, respectively, and the distance between identical planes may become 

twice the distance between identical planes of the disordered alloy (or some 

other multiple of this distance). Hence, the structures of ordered alloys usually 

produce diffraction patterns that have additional Bragg reflections. The 

superlattice lines are associated with the new, larger atomic plane spacings 

which are not present in the disordered alloys. 

Interstitial solid solutions are formed when atoms with small radii are 
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accommodated in the interstices of the lattice of a solvent. In a truly interstitial 

solid solution the smaller atoms are merely deposited in the interstitial voids 

(holes) between the bigger atoms, which may be assumed to be in contact. The 

cph structure has two types of interstitial voids. As shown in Figure A.4, the 

larger voids are surrounded by six atoms and are called octahedral voids.1 The 

octahedral holes are of particular importance in the NiAs structure because 

which they are occupied by Ni atoms while the As atoms lie on the close-

packed planes of the cph lattice. 

The ordered Cu6Sn5 phase (IJ')6,7 has a structure that can be regarded as 

a superlattice of the NiAs (B82) type, either with a = 20.83 A , c = 25.15 A, 

c/a = 1.204,1 or with a = 20.89 A, c = 25.48 A, c/a = 1.214.2 As illustrated 

in Figure A.5, the octahedral interstitial holes between the Cu atoms at 000 

and 00>2 are sites 2c and 2d. Sites 2c are filled by Sn atoms, and sites 2d are 

occupied by a mixture of 20% Cu atoms and 80% vacancies.8 Each layer is a 

cph (0001) plane. The dimensions of the hexagonal pseudo-cell were reported 

as a = 4.198 A, c = 5.096 A, c/a = 1.214.9 The orthorhombic unit cell 

contains 230-250 Sn atoms and 300-280 Cu atoms, for an overall composition 

of Cu6Sn5. The high-temperature modification 17 is possibly isotopic with NiAs. 

Table A.4 lists the lattice spacings and indexed planes for the Cu6Sn5 phase. 

The Cu3Sn phase (e) is orthorhombic, with 64 atoms per unit cell and a 

= 4.34 A , b = 5.56 A, c = 38.18 A,1 or a = 4.382 A, b = 5.521 A , c = 

33.25 A , 2 as shown in Figure A.6. The pseudo-cell has a = 4.34 A , b = 5.56 

A , c = 4.765 A . Table A.5 lists the lattice spacings and indexed planes for 

Cu3Sn phase. 

The structure of AuSn4 is the same as PtSn4 and PdSn4 and has an 
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orthorhombic unit cell, containing 20 atoms, with a = 6.44 A , b = 7.04 A and 

c = 11.60 A.10 Table A.6 lists the lattice spacings and indexed planes for 

AuSn4. 

The Ag3Sn phase has a slightly rhombically deformed cph superlattice 

with 4 atoms per unit cell,11,12,13 and a = 2.995 A, c = 4.780 A , c/a = 1 . 5 9 6 . 

The Ag3Sn phase was found to undergo a transformation at about 60°C.14 X-

ray investigation showed that it is not accompanied by a lattice change.15 Table 

A.7 lists the lattice spacings and indexed planes for Ag3Sn phase. 

Ni3Sn4 is monoclinic, with 14 atoms per unit cell, similar to the CoSn 

(B35) structure. At higher temperatures, the narrow homogeneity range shifts 

to higher Ni contents: a = 12.22 A , b = 4.06 A , c = 5.33 A, /? = 105°3' at 

57.3 at.% Sn; a = 12.31 A , b = 4.06 A , c = 5.18 A , £ = 103°48' at 54.8 

at% Sn.16,17 Table A.8 lists the lattice spacings and indexed planes for Ni3Sn4. 

Since the d-spacings are not listed in the handbook3, the d-spacings in Table 

A.8 are the first 20 possible d(hk„ calculated using the lattice parameters. 



Table A.1. Lattice Spacings and Indexed Planes of Pb 

face-centered cubic, a = 4.9502 A 
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d (A) hkl 

2.858 111 

2.475 002 

1.750 022 

1.493 113 

1.429 222 

1.238 004 

1.136 133 

1.107 024 

1.011 224 

0.953 333 or 115 

0.875 044 

0.837 135 

0.825 006 or 244 

0.783 026 

0.755 335 

0.746 226 

0.715 444 



Table A.2. Lattice Spacings and Indexed Planes of /?-Sn 

body centered tetragonal, a = 5.8315 A, c = 3.1814 A 
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d (A) hkl d (A) hkl 

2.915 002 1.0252 125 

2.793 101 0.9824 312 

2.062 022 0.9718 006 

2.017 112 0.9310 303 

1.695 103 0.9280 215 

1.484 211 0.9218 026 

1.458 004 0.9178 116 

1.442 123 0.8868 323 

1.304 024 0.8755 145 

1.292 114 0.8485 314 

1.205 213 0.8466 235 

1.0950 105 0.8386 136 

1.0434 301 0.8086 046 

1.0401 233 0.8058 107 

1.0309 044 
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Table A.3. Lattice Spacings and Indexed Planes of Cu, Ag, Au and Ni 

face-centered cubic 

hkl Cu Ag Au Ni hkl 

a = 3.6150 A a = 4.0862 A a = 4.0780 A a = 3.5238 A 

111 2.087 2.359 2.355 2.0345 

002 1.808 2.044 2.039 1.7619 

022 1.278 1.445 1.442 1.2460 

113 1.090 1.231 1.230 1.0623 

222 1.044 1.180 1.177 1.0172 

004 0.904 1.022 1.020 0.8810 

133 0.829 0.938 0.936 0.8084 

024 0.808 0.914 0.912 0.7880 

224 0.738 0.834 0.832 0.7193 

333 or 115 0.696 0.786 0.785 0.6782 

044 0.639 0.722 0.721 0.6229 

135 0.610 0.691 0.689 0.5956 

006 or 244 0.603 0.681 0.680 0.5873 

026 0.572 0.646 0.645 0.5571 

335 0.551 0.623 0.622 0.5374 

226 0.545 0.616 0.615 0.5313 

444 0.590 0.590 0.589 0.5086 
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Table A.4. Lattice Spacings and Indexed Planes of Cu6Sn5 

d-spacing (A) Indexed as 

ordered 

cph lattice 

a = 4.198 A 

c = 5.096 A 

Indexed as 

long period 

superlattice 

a = 20.83 A 

c = 25.15 A 

Calculated 

from lattice 

parameters 

Handbook 

value3 

Experimental 

value 

Indexed as 

ordered 

cph lattice 

a = 4.198 A 

c = 5.096 A 

Indexed as 

long period 

superlattice 

a = 20.83 A 

c = 25.15 A 

5.10 5.12 5.028 001 005 

3.57 3.66 3.558 501 

2.96 2.98 2.941 101 505 

2.55 2.56 2.549 002 0,0 ,10 

2.10 2.12 2.164 110 550 

2.09 2.10 2.085 102 5,0,10 

1.94 1.95 1.912 111 555 

1.82 1.83 1.835 200 10,0,0 

1.73 1.72 1.738 10,0,4 

1.71 1.71 1.664 201 10,0,5 
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Table A.5. Lattice Spacings and Indexed Planes of Cu3Sn 

d-spacing (A) Indexed as 

ordered 

orthorhombic 

lattice 

Indexed as 

long period 

superlattice 

Calculated Handbook Experimental 
a = 4.24 A a = 4.34 A 

from lattice value3 value 
b = 5.56 A b = 5.56 A 

parameters 
c = 4.765 A c = 38.18 A 

5.56 5.51 5.335 010 010 

4.77 4.77 4.779 001 008 

4.34 4.33 4.248 100 100 

3.62 3.61 3.761 011 018 

3.42 3.41 3.374 110 110 

3.21 3.20 3.231 101 108 

2.78 2.77 2.798 020 or 111 020 or 118 

2.66 2.76 2.730 119 

2.40 2.39 2.415 021 028 

2.38 2.38 2.365 002 0,0,16 

or 029 
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Table A.6. Lattice Spacings and Indexed Planes of AuSn4 

d-spacing (A) Indexed as 

ordered 

orthorhombic 

lattice 

a = 6.44 A 

b = 7.04 A 

c = 11.60 A 

Calculated from 

lattice 

parameters 

Handbook value3 Experimental 

value 

Indexed as 

ordered 

orthorhombic 

lattice 

a = 6.44 A 

b = 7.04 A 

c = 11.60 A 

5.80 5.80 5.892 002 

4.31 4.25 4.200 102 

3.31 3.24 3.260 103 

3.22 3.22 3.166 200 

2.98 2.95 2.926 121 

2.93 2.90 2.905 210 

2.90 2.83 2.866 004 

2.82 2.82 2.847 202 

2.79 2.80 2.807 220 

2.60 2.59 2.618 023 or 212 
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Table A.7. Lattice Spacings and Indexed Planes of Ag3Sn 

d-spacing (A) Indexed as 

ordered 

cph lattice 

a = 2.995 A 

c = 4 .780 A 

Indexed as 

long period 

superlattice 

a = 11.98 A 

c = 4 .780 A 

Calculated 

from lattice 

parameters 

Handbook 

value3 

Experimental 

value 

Indexed as 

ordered 

cph lattice 

a = 2.995 A 

c = 4 .780 A 

Indexed as 

long period 

superlattice 

a = 11.98 A 

c = 4 .780 A 

5.19 5.18 5.124 200 

3.92 3.91 4.046 210 

3.73 3.73 3.719 111 

3.52 3.51 3.494 201 

3.03 3.03 211 

2.99 2.98 2.956 220 

2.59 2.59 2.591 100 400 

2.39 2.39 2.427 002 002 

2.33 2.38 2.329 102 

2.28 2.28 2.283 101 401 
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Table A.8. Lattice Spacings and Indexed Planes of Ni3Sn4 

d-spacing (A) Indexed as ordered 
monoclinic lattice 

a = 12.22 A 
b = 4.06 A 
c = 5.33 A 
p = 105°3' 

Calculated from lattice 
parameters 

Experimental value 

Indexed as ordered 
monoclinic lattice 

a = 12.22 A 
b = 4.06 A 
c = 5.33 A 
p = 105°3' 

11.80 100 

8.87 200 

5.15 5.124 001 

4.33 4.522 101 

4.06 010 

3.93 300 

3.84 3.833 110 

3.46 3.391 201 

3.34 210 

3.19 3.159 011 

3.00 2.995 301 

2.96 2.956 111 or 400 

2.82 2.812 310 

2.63 2.650 211 

2.57 2.574 002 

2.39 102 

2.36 500 

2.32 2.315 401 

2.30 311 

2.17 2.174 012 
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(111) plane (110) plane 

« / V 5 -

( a ) Face-centered cubic ( A l ) (6 ) Body-centered cubic (A2) 

( 001 ) plane 

(c) Close-packed hexagonal (A3 ) 

Figure A.1. The principal structures of metals; closest-packed planes are 

indicated by shading, (a) faced-centered cubic (fee) (A1), (b) body-centered 

cubic (bee) (A2), and (c) close-packed hexagonal (cph) (A3).1 
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(hkl) reflecting 

planes 

incident beam 

specimen 

transmitted 

beam 

diffracted 
beam 

transmitted 
spot 

diffracted 
spot 

Figure A.2. The diffraction camera geometry used to simulate the magnification 

of the diffraction pattern by the microscope lenses.2 
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Body-centered Tetragonal 

2 atoms/unit cell 

a = 5.8315 A 

c = 3.1814 A 

a / j 2 

Figure A.3. The unit cell of yS-Sn.1 
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Yi 

Q Metal atoms 

O Octahedral interstices 

Figure A.4. The interstitial octahedral voids in the cph structure with an ideal 

axial ratio c/a = V8 / 3.1 
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(a) 

2a Cu 

2c Sn 

0,1/2 

0,1/2 

2d Ordered mixture 20% Cu 
and 80% vacancies 

(b) 
0,1/2 

Figure A.5. Crystal structure of ordered Cu6Sn5. (a) unit cell, (b) (0001) 

projection with the distance above the projection plane indicated in units of c.8 
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Sn 

Cu 

Figure A.6. Crystal structure of Cu3Sn. 
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The modern scientist is required to observe, analyze and explain 

phenomena occurring on a micrometer (/xm) or submicrometer scale. The 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a powerful instrument which permits the 

observation and characterization of materials and surfaces on this scale. In the 

SEM, the area to be examined is irradiated with a finely focused electron beam, 

which may be static or swept in a raster scan across the surface of the 

specimen. The types of signals produced when the electron beam impinges on 

a specimen surface include secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, Auger 

electrons, characteristic x-rays and photons of various energies. These signals 

are obtained from specific emission volumes within the sample and can be used 

to determine many of the characteristics of the sample. In SEM, the signals of 

greatest interest are the secondary, backscattered electrons and characteristic 

x-rays. The basic components of the SEM are the electron gun, the lens 

system, the electron detector, the visual and recording cathode ray tubes 

(CRTs), and the electronics associated with them.1 Figure B.1 shows a 

schematic of the electron and x-ray optics of a scanning electron microscope.1 

B.1 Electron Guns 

Electron optical columns of the SEM include the electron gun and two or 

more electron lenses. The electron gun provides a stable source of electrons 

which is used to form the electron probe. These electrons are usually obtained 

from a source by thermionic emission. At sufficiently high temperatures, a 

certain percentage of the electrons in a solid become sufficiently energetic to 

overcome the work function of the cathode material and escape. The filament 

materials commonly used are W and LaB6. The filament has a pointed tip and 
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is heated directly or indirectly using a dc filament power supply. It is maintained 

at a high negative voltage (1 -50 kV) during operation. At the filament operating 

temperature, the emitted electrons leave the tip and are accelerated to ground 

(anode) by the potential between the cathode and anode. The configuration of 

a typical electron gun is shown in Figure B.2.2 

Surrounding the filament is a grid cap or Wehnelt cylinder with a circular 

aperture centered at the filament apex. The grid cap is biased negatively 

between 0 and 2500 V with respect to the cathode. The electric field formed 

with this gun configuration causes the emitted electrons from the filament to 

converge to a crossover of dimension d0 with divergence angle a0 below the 

Wehnelt cylinder, as shown in Figure B.2. 

B.2 Electron Lenses 

The condenser and objective lens systems are used to demagnify the 

electron crossover (d0~ 10-50 /im) in the electron gun to the final spot size 

used on the sample surface (5-200 nm). This represents a total demagnification 

factor as large as 10,000. The condenser lens system, which is composed of 

one or more lenses, determines the beam current which impinges on the 

sample. The final probe-forming lens, called the objective lens, determines the 

final spot size of the electron beam. Conventional electromagnetic lenses are 

used and the electron beam is focused by the interaction of the electromagnetic 

fields of the lenses with the moving electrons in the beam. 

The magnetic lenses are similar to simple solenoid coils. Figure B.3 

shows a schematic section of a cylindrical electromagnetic lens commonly used 

as a condenser lens.2 The winding used to induce the magnetic field in the iron 
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core may be seen in the figure. The bore of diameter D of the electromagnetic 

lens is parallel to the direction in which the electrons are traveling. The gap 

located in the center of the iron core is the distance S between the north and 

south pole pieces of the lens. The strength of the magnetic lens, that is the 

intensity of the magnetic field in the gap, is proportional to Nl, where N is the 

number of turns in the solenoid winding, and I is the current flowing through 

the lens. As an electron moves through the magnetic field, it experiences a 

radial force inward, which is proportional to the Lorentz force. The lensing 

action is similar to that of an optical lens, in which a ray parallel to the axis of 

the lens is bent to the lens axis at the focal length, f, of the lens (Figure B.4). 

In an optical lens, the focal length is fixed by the curvature of the lens surface 

and cannot be changed. In an electromagnetic lens, the focal length depends 

on two factors: the accelerating voltage and the current through the coil. 

Therefore, the focal length of and electromagnetic lens can be controlled by 

adjusting the current supplied to it. 

The lenses in a scanning electron microscope reduce the diameter of the 

electron beam to a very small size on the sample surface. As shown in Figure 

B.4, the demagnification is M = S'/S, where S is the distance between the 

object plane and principal plane of the lens and S' is the distance between the 

image plane and the principal plane of the lens. As the focal length f is reduced, 

the S' is reduced and M becomes smaller. After passing through the first 

condenser lens, the electron beam diameter is reduced from d0 to d1f where d! 

= Md0. 

Figure B.5 shows the coupling of the three lenses; the object for a given 

lens is the image from the lens above it. The net result is that the diameter of 
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the electron beam at the sample surface, d3, is: 

d3 = d0xM1xM2xM3 (B.1) 

where IV^, M2, and M3are the demagnification factors for each lens. 

The distance of the sample from the bottom of the objective lens is the 

working distance, WD. Whenever WD is changed, the objective lens current, 

and hence S3, must be adjusted to produce the minimum spot size on the 

sample surface for the setting of condenser lenses C, and C2. This adjustment 

is the focusing operation for the SEM. 

B.3. Electron-Beam-Specimen Interactions 

B.3.1. Scattering 

Electron scattering is divided into two categories, elastic and inelastic 

scattering, illustrated in Figure B.6.1 When elastic scattering occurs, the 

direction of the electron is changed, but the magnitude of its velocity is 

constant, so is the kinetic energy. Elastic scattering results from collisions of 

the energetic electrons with the nuclei of the atom, partially screened by the 

bound electrons. For a given thickness, elastic scattering is more probable for 

high atomic number materials and at low beam energy. 

The second general category of scattering is inelastic scattering. During 

an inelastic scattering event, energy is transferred to the target atoms and 

electrons, and the kinetic energy of the incident electron decreases. There are 

a number of possible inelastic scattering processes. The principal processes of 

interest in scanning electron microscopy are briefly described here. For a basic 

reference, please see Kittel's Introduction to Solid State Physics.3 
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(a) Plasmon Excitation. The beam electron can excite simple harmonic 

oscillations in the "free electron gas" which exists between the ionic cores in 

a solid. This is a highly probable inelastic scattering process. 

(b) Excitation of Conduction Electrons Leading to Secondary Electron 

(Low-Energy) Emission. The interaction of the incident electron with the solid 

can cause electrons from the solid to be ejected, these are called secondary 

electrons. They have initial kinetic energies between 0 and 50 eV. 

(c) Ionization of Inner Shells. A sufficiently energetic electron can interact 

with an atom and cause the ejection of a tightly bound inner-shell electron, 

leaving the atom in an ionized and highly energetic state. Subsequent decay of 

this excited state results in the emission of characteristic x-rays and Auger 

electrons. 

(d) Bremsstrahlung or Continuum X-rays. An energetic incident electron 

can undergo deceleration due to Coulombic interactions with the atoms. The 

energy lost from the incident electron in this deceleration is converted into an 

x-ray photon, known as a bremsstrahlung ("braking radiation"). The 

bremsstrahlung x-rays form a continuous spectrum from zero energy up to the 

beam energy. The angular distribution of intensity of this continuum is 

anisotropic. 

(e) Excitation of Phonons. A substantial portion of the energy deposited 

in the sample by the incident electron is transferred to the solid by the 

excitation of lattice oscillations (phonons), i.e., heat. 

The processes of elastic and inelastic scattering operate concurrently. 

Inelastic scattering is favored at low atomic numbers and elastic scattering at 

high atomic numbers. Elastic scattering causes the beam electrons to deviate 
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from their original direction of travel, causing them to "diffuse" through the 

solid. Inelastic scattering progressively reduces the energy of the beam electron 

until it is captured by the solid, thus limiting the range of travel of the electron 

within the solid. The region over which the beam electrons interact with the 

solid, depositing energy and producing those forms of secondary radiation 

which be measured, is known as the interaction volume. Monte Carlo 

simulations of electron trajectories4,5,6 are especially useful in understanding the 

size and shape of the interaction volume as a function of specimen and beam 

parameters. An example of the Monte Carlo simulation is shown in Figure B.7.1 

B.3.2. Backscattered Electrons 

It is found experimentally that a significant fraction of the incident 

electrons which strike a target subsequently escape from the target. These 

reemergent incident electrons are collectively known as backscattered 

electrons. The backscattered electron coefficient, a, is defined as the number 

of backscattered electrons, nBS, divided by the number of beam electrons 

incident on the target, nB; alternatively, electron currents may be used: 

0 = _^BS=^BS (B.2) 

Careful examination of the individual trajectories drawn using Monte Carlo 

simulation reveals that the process of backscattering usually takes place as a 

result of a sequence of elastic scattering events in which the net change in 

direction is sufficient to carry the electron out of the specimen (Figure B.8).1 It 

is possible for an electron incident normal to a specimen surface to scatter 
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through an angle greater than 90° and thus escape the specimen after a single 

scattering event. Backscattered electrons are extremely useful for imaging in 

SEM.7 

The incident electrons generally penetrate some distance into the solid 

before undergoing a sufficient number of elastic scattering events to reverse 

their direction of travel. The emerging backscattered electrons thus carry 

information about the nature of the specimen over a range of depth. As shown 

in Figure B.9,8 the backscattered coefficient, a, increases with increasing 

atomic number, Z, and is relatively insensitive to beam energy.9 As the tilt angle 

of the specimen increases, the opportunity for backscattering events increases. 

The backscatter coefficient is approximately described by10 

t] (0) = — — (B.3) 
(1+COS0)P 

where 6 is the tilt angle, p = 9/Z% for pure elements and Z is the atomic 

number. Since more electrons mean brighter signals, Eq. B.3 tells us that the 

constant of backscatter electrons proportional to Z, the atomic number. In this 

work, the elements interested are Cu, Sn, Pb, Au, Ag, Ni, etc., whose atomic 

numbers are in the range from 28 to 82. Figure B.9 shows that these elements 

have sufficient backscatter coefficients. 

B.3.2 Secondary Electrons 

Secondary electrons are defined as those electrons emitted from the 

sample with an energy less than 50 eV (an arbitrary cutoff). The secondary 

electron coefficient, 6, is given by 
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5 = (B.4) 
nB iB 

where nSE is the number of secondary electrons emitted from a sample 

bombarded by nB incident electrons, and i designates the equivalent current. 

Secondary electrons are produced as a result of interactions between energetic 

beam electrons and weakly bound conduction electrons.11 The interaction 

between the beam electron and the conduction band electron results in the 

transfer of only a few electron volts of energy to the conduction band electron, 

so they only come from the surface. 

An important characteristic of secondary electrons is their shallow 

sampling depth, a direct consequence of the low kinetic energy with which 

they are generated. The mean free path of the secondary electrons is about 1 

nm for metals and up to 10 nm for insulators. Compared to the behavior of 

backscattered electrons, whose yield increases monotonically with the atomic 

number of the specimen, the secondary electron coefficient is relatively 

insensitive to composition and has no strong trend with atomic number. In 

other words, the secondary electrons are sensitive to the surface topography, 

but not the chemical composition. 

B.3.3 X-Rays 

During inelastic scattering of the incident electrons, x-rays can be formed 

by two distinct processes: (1) Deceleration of the incident electron by the 

Coulombic field of the atom core, which consists of the nucleus and tightly 

bound electrons, leads to formation of a continuous spectrum of x-ray energies 
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from zero energy up to the value of the incident electron energy, as shown in 

Figure B. 10.1 This is the x-ray continuum or bremsstrahlung. (2) The interaction 

of a incident electron with an inner-shell electron can result in the ejection of 

the bound inner-shell electron which leaves the atom in an excited state with 

a vacancy in the electron shell, as shown in Figure B.11.1 During subsequent 

deexcitation, an electron transition occurs from an outer shell to fill this 

vacancy. The transition involves a change in energy, and the energy released 

from the atom can manifest itself either in the form of an x-ray or an ejected 

(Auger) electron. Since the energy of the emitted x-ray is related to the 

difference in energy between the sharply defined levels of the atoms, it is 

referred to as a characteristic x-ray. Their specific energies (and wavelengths) 

are characteristic of the particular element which is excited. The x-ray energies 

may be used to identify the atoms present in the sample. The x-ray intensities 

are related to the atomic concentrations. 

The intensity of the continuum radiation increases with increasing atomic 

number of the target and with increasing beam energy. The level of the 

continuum radiation plays an important role in determining the minimum 

detectable level for a particular element, since the continuum forms a 

background against which characteristic signals must be measured. 

B.4 Image Formation in the Scanning Electron Microscope 

At any given point in time, the electron beam, defined by beam current, 

i, beam diameter, d, and beam divergence, a, enters the specimen chamber and 

strikes the specimen at a single controlled location. Within the interaction 

volume, both elastic and inelastic scattering occur, producing detectable signals 
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from backscattered electrons, secondary electrons, characteristic and 

continuum x-rays, etc. These signals are related to the properties of the 

specimen, i.e. local topography, composition, etc. By measuring the magnitude 

of these signals with suitable detectors, the properties of the specimen can be 

determined at the location of the electron beam impact. In order to study more 

than a single location, the beam must be moved from place to place by means 

of a scanning system, illustrated in Figure B.12.1 Scanning is usually 

accomplished using electromagnetic coils arranged in pairs, one pair each for 

deflection in the X and Y directions. The electron beam is moved over time to 

sample the specimen properties at a controlled succession of points. In an 

analog scanning system, the beam is moved continuously along a line (the line 

scan), for example, in the X direction. After completion of the line scan, the 

position of the line is shifted slightly in the Y direction (the frame scan), and the 

process is repeated to produce a grid pattern. This process is known as 

rastering. 

In forming the SEM image, the beam is scanned on the specimen in an 

X-Y pattern while the CRT is synchronously scanned in the same X-Y pattern, 

as illustrated in Figure B.13.1 A one-to-one correspondence is established 

between the set of beam locations on the specimen and the points on the CRT. 

To display the electron interaction information, the signal intensity S derived 

from the detector is used to adjust the brightness of the spot on the CRT 

(intensity or Z modulation), as shown in Figure B.14.1 Thus, the creation of an 

SEM image consists of constructing a map transforming information from 

specimen space to CRT space. 

Magnification in the SEM image is accomplished by adjusting the scale 
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of the map on the CRT, and depends only on the excitation of the scan coils 

and not the excitation of the objective lens, which determines the focus of the 

beam. The smaller the scan area on the specimen, the larger the magnification 

on the CRT. 

B.5 X-Ray Energy Despersive Spectrometer (XEDS) 

Chemical analysis in the SEM is performed by measuring the energy and 

intensity distribution of the x-ray signals generated by a focused electron beam. 

The operating principles of the XEDS are illustrated in Figure B. 1 5.1 The 

x-ray signal from the sample passes through a thin beryllium window into a 

cooled, reverse-bias p-i-n (p-type, intrinsic, n-type) lithium-drifted silicon 

detector (SiLi detector). (Most detectors have Be windows, but new ones may 

have polymers, or none at all if the vacuum is good enough.) Absorption of 

each individual x-ray photon leads to the ejection of a photoelectron which 

gives up most of its energy to the formation of electron-hole pairs. They in turn 

are swept away by the applied bias to form a charge pulse which is then 

converted to a voltage pulse by a charge-sensitive preamplifier. The voltage 

pulses produced by the detector are on average proportional in size to the 

incoming x-ray photon energy. The signal is further amplified and sharped by 

a main amplifier, and finally passed on to a multichannel analyzer (MCA), where 

the pulses are sorted by voltage. The contents of the MCA memory either 

reside directly in a computer or can be transmitted to a computer for further 

processing, such as peak identification and quantification. 

The first stage in the analysis of an unknown is the identification of the 

elements present. The identification of the major constituents of a sample can 
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usually be done with a high degree of confidence. The quantitative analyses of 

~1-jum3 regions of bulk samples can also be obtained using the x-ray 

technology. 
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Figure B.1. Schematic drawing of the electron and x-ray optics of a SEM. 
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Figure B.6. Schematic illustration of scattering processes which occur when an 

energetic electron of energy E0 interacts with an atom, (a) Elastic scattering, 

instantaneous energy E, after collision equals E0; (b) Inelastic scattering, 

instantaneous energy E| less than E0.
1 
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Figure B.7. Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation of the electron-sample 

interaction in iron. E0 = 20 keV, tilt = 0°. (a) Plot of five trajectories, showing 

random variations, (b) Plot of 100 trajectories giving a visual impression of the 

interaction volume.1 
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Figure B.8. Detailed single scattering Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation 

for a copper target, E0 = 30 keV, showing trajectories intersecting the sample 

surface which result in backscattering.1 
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Figure B.9. Variation of the backscatter coefficient as a function of atomic 

number at En = 10 keV and En = 49 keV.1 
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Figure B.10. Schematic illustration of the origin of the x-ray continuum, 

resulting from deceleration of the incident electrons by the Coulombic fields of 

the atoms.1 
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Figure B.14. The principle of intensity or Z modulation used to display the 

magnitude of the signal produced by electron-specimen interaction at the 

locations scanned in Figure B. 13. Black represents low intensity; stippled, 

intermediate intensity; white, high intensity.1 
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A number of the microstructural studies presented in this work were 

performed using the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). The purpose of 

this appendix is to provide some basic background on TEM. 

C.1 Basic Principles of Transmission Electron Microscopy 

A transmission electron microscope is similar to an optical microscope. 

It has a source, which is an electron beam, and magnetic lenses (condenser, 

objective and projector lenses). Figure C.1 illustrates the basic structure of the 

TEM.1 The electron microscope uses an electron beam to illuminate a specimen 

whereas an optical microscope uses a light beam. The theoretical resolution of 

an optical system is determined by Rayleigh's criterion:2 

a =1.22— (C.1) 
D 

where a is the angular resolution, X is the wavelength of the source, and D is 

the diameter of the objective aperture. The wavelength of visible light is 3600 -

7200 A.2 Electrons may be regarded as particle waves with wavelength X 

given by the de Broglie relation X = h/mv. If the electron is accelerated to a 

voltage Ve, the relativistically corrected wavelength is3 

h 
'1 (c.2) 

[2mFee(1 +eFe/2mc2)]1/2 

where h is Planck's constant, m is the mass of the electron, e is its charge, and 

c is the velocity of light. At 100 kV and 200 kV, the conventional accelerating 

voltages for transmission electron microscopy, the relativistically corrected 

wavelengths are 0.0371 A and 0.0251 A , respectively. It is this wavelength 
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difference that leads to the tremendous resolution difference between an 

electron microscope and an optical microscope. 

In Equation C.1, a is proportional to 1/D, which means that the 

resolution can be improved by increasing the diameter of the objective lens 

aperture. However, the resolution is also affected by the defects inherent in all 

lenses. Three major lens defects are spherical aberration, chromatic aberration 

and astigmatism, which are discussed in detail by J.W. Edington3 and A.W. 

Agar et al.1 Chromatic aberration and astigmatism can be minimized in the TEM 

by proper lens design. Hence, as given by J.W. Edington,3 the maximum 

resolution of an electron microscope is determined by: 

d . = j3/4C i/4 ( C 3 ) 
"min A s 

where Cs is the spherical aberration coefficient of the objective lens and X is the 

electron wavelength. Equation C.3 shows that the two most important 

parameters affecting the resolution of a transmission electron microscope are 

the wavelength and the spherical aberration coefficient of the objective lens. 

This equation is the standard resolution criterion used for a TEM. 

In principle, either electrostatic or magnetic lenses can be used to focus 

a beam of electrons.4 Practical instruments exclusively employ magnetic lenses 

since they can be made with smaller defects than electrostatic lenses.1 A 

detailed discussion of magnetic lens theory is given by C.E. Hall.4 In brief, a 

magnetic lens is made with soft-iron pole pieces. Highly concentrated magnetic 

fields are generated by currents flowing through annular coils to focus the 

electron beam. Electrons passing through the magnetic field travel in a helical 

path. This additional rotary motion is a characteristic of magnetic lenses. 
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C.2 The Formation of Images and Diffraction Patterns 

A transmission electron microscope can provide two types of 

information, microstructural images and electron diffraction patterns. The 

essential features of the imaging and diffraction modes in a TEM can be 

explained in terms of a geometric optics treatment of the situation at the 

objective lens as shown in Figure C.2.3 An electron beam parallel to the optic 

axis passes through the specimen and forms an image at the image plane. The 

action of forming this image brings both the transmitted and the diffracted 

beams to a focus in the back focal plane of the objective lens. Since both a 

diffraction pattern and an image of the specimen are always produced by the 

objective lens at the same time, a magnified image of either may be produced 

on the viewing screen by focusing the next lens in the magnification system on 

either the image plane or the focal plane of the objective lens. 

C.2.1 Bright and Dark Field Images 

Several types of images can be obtained by appropriately using the 

objective aperture, located in the back focal plane of the objective lens. Bright 

field (BF) and centered dark field (DF) are the most commonly used imaging 

modes for materials studies. Both types of image may be understood in terms 

of the image forming characteristics of the objective lens and the use of the 

objective aperture. As shown in figure C.3a, with a small aperture inserted in 

the back focal plane of the objective lens, the diffracted beams are intercepted 

and only the transmitted beam is allowed to pass. Thus the image formed on 

the viewing screen is only from the transmitted beam, which is called the bright 

field image. Alternatively, the objective aperture can be displaced away from 
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the optical axis to intercept the transmitted beam and allow a diffracted beam 

to contribute to the image, forming a dark field image. However, when the 

electron path is far away from the optical axis, a poor quality image is produced 

because of the additional lens aberrations from off-axis rays. To retain the 

resolution of the bright field mode, the illumination incident on the specimen is 

tilted so that the diffracted electrons travel along the optic axis, as shown in 

figure C.3b, and a centered dark field image is obtained. The purpose of using 

BF and DF images is to improve the image contrast without losing detailed 

information of the specimen. DF images also are used to identify regions of the 

specimen that are composed of a specified phase. 

C.2.2 Selected Area Diffraction Patterns 

Electron diffraction patterns are routinely obtained in the transmission 

electron microscope and are used to gain quantitative information on the 

identity of phases and their orientation relationship to the matrix. 

In practice, diffraction patterns are usually formed from specific regions 

of the specimen, known as selected area diffraction patterns (SADP). As shown 

in Figure C.2, an aperture is inserted coplanar with the image in the image 

plane of objective lens to allow only the transmitted and diffracted rays 

generated within the region AB of the specimen to pass into the remaining 

imaging system. Those rays from outside this region are blocked by the 

aperture and do not contribute to the diffraction pattern formed in the back 

focal plane of the objective lens. Therefore, the diffraction pattern formed on 

the viewing screen provides information only from material present in the AB 

region. 
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When a beam of electrons is incident on the top surface of a thin 

crystalline specimen, specific diffracted beams occur at the bottom exit 

surface. Although each individual atom in the crystal scatters the incident 

beam, the strong diffracted beams arise because scattered wavelets are in 

phase in particular directions in the crystal, that is, the path difference is an 

integral number of wavelengths. Consider the particular case shown in Figure 

C.4 when the incident beam is made up of plane waves in phase and oriented 

at an angle 6 relative to two (hkl) crystal Planes I and II.3 Let the two waves be 

reflected by these crystal planes at an angle 0. 

At the plane wavefront CD two situations may occur: (1) The two waves 

may be in phase, as shown in Figure C.4, in which case reinforcement will 

occur and a strong reflected beam will be present. (2) The waves may be out 

of phase, that is they will destructurely interfere and there will be either a zero 

intensity or a very weak reflected beam. 

Case (1), that is a strong beam, will occur if the path difference POD is 

an integral number of wavelengths, nX. PO = OD = OL sin 0. OL is the 

interplannar spacing d(hk0. Thus for a strong reflection, 

2dhkls\x\%=n'k (C.4) 

which is Bragg's law. There will be a strong diffracted beam on the exit side of 

the crystal only if there is a set of crystal planes oriented at a critical angle 6 

relative to the incoming beam. 

Electron diffraction patterns produced in transmission in the electron 

microscope can be of three different types: ring patterns, spot patterns, and 

board ring patterns, which correspond to polycrystalline, single-crystal, and 
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amorphous or nanocrystalline materials, respectively. 

While spot patterns are from single-crystal regions of the specimen, ring 

patterns arise from fine grain size polycrystalline material such as physically or 

chemically vapor deposited or electrodeposited thin foils. For a given beam 

direction a number of fine grain particles within the area illuminated by the 

beam will be oriented to satisfy Bragg's law for all allowed reflecting planes. 

However, one individual grain will produce a specific beam reflected from a 

particular (hkl) plane, such that the angle between it and the incident beam is 

28, satisfying Bragg's law. For randomly oriented particles and a specific 

reflecting plane (hkl), these beams will lie in a cone with apex angle 4^(hk0 

centered on the incident beam direction to produce a ring in the diffraction 

pattern. Since a number of {hkl} planes will reflect, a series of concentric rings 

will be produced, each one corresponding to a particular set of (hkl) reflections. 

The diffraction pattern from amorphous materials is devoid of the sharp 

lines characteristic of crystals and consists of broad features.5,6 The diffraction 

from amorphous materials is weak, and is less quantitative. 

Diffraction patterns are most commonly used for phase identification. 

The diameter of the diffraction ring or the distance from the diffracted spot to 

the transmitted beam in the spot pattern are characteristics of the interplanar 

spacings, d(hkl), of the reflecting planes. The method of determining the d-

spacings from the SADP has been discussed briefly in Appendix A, and a 

detailed discussion is given by J.W. Edington.3 After determining the d-

spacings, the phase can be identified using a published spacing index.7 
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C.3 JEOL JEM - 100 CX and JEM - 200 CX 

Two transmission electron microscopes, the JEOL JEM -100 CX and 

JEOL JEM - 200 CX, were used in this work. Except for different operating 

voltage, magnification range, and resolution, which are compared in Table C.1, 

these two microscopes have almost identical internal structures.8,9 As shown 

in Figure C.5, both microscopes have 6 magnetic lenses: two condenser lenses, 

one objective lens, two intermediate lenses and one projector lens. The JEM 

100 - CX also has a scanning unit (STEM) and can be interfaced to an X-ray 

energy dispersive spectrometer (XEDS) for chemical analysis. XEDS is described 

in Appendix B. 
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Table C.1. JEOL JEM -100 CX and JEOL JEM -200 CX 

Electron Microscope Performance Specifications 

Property JEOL JEM - 100 CX8 JEOL JEM -200 CX9 

accelerating voltage up to 100 kV up to 200 kV 

resolution 1.4 A (lattice) 1.4 A (lattice) resolution 

3.0 A (point to point) 3.5 A (point to point) 

magnification up to 320,000x up to 450,000x 

interfaced to XEDS yes no 
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Figure C.1. The basic structure of the transmission electron microscope.1 
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Figure C.3. Bright field and dark field image formation, (a) Bright field and (b) 

centered dark field.3 
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Figure C.4. (a) Reflection at the Bragg angle 6 from crystal planes in a thin foil 

electron microscope specimen, (b) The relationship between incident, 

transmitted and diffracted beams for a transmitting specimen.3 
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Experimental error or noise is one difficulty typically confronting the 

scientific investigator. Variation produced by various factors, both known and 

unknown, is called experimental error. Usually, only a small fraction of the total 

error is directly attributable to error in measurement. Important effects may be 

wholly or partially obscured by experimental error. Conversely, through 

experimental error, the experimenter may be misled into believing in effects that 

do not exist. The confusing effects of experimental error can be greatly reduced 

by adequate statistical analysis of the experimental data. Furthermore, 

statistical analysis can result in a measure of the precision of the measured 

parameter under study. 

D.1 Descriptive Measurement 

When an experiment is repeated under what are, as nearly as possible, 

the same conditions, the observed results are never quite identical. The 

fluctuation that occurs from one repetition to another is called experimental 

variation, experimental error, or merely error. 

The total aggregate of measurements that conceptually might occur as 

the result of performing a particular operation in a particular way is referred to 

as the population of measurements. While it is sometimes convenient to think 

of this population as infinite, the experiments are finite of size N, where N is 

large. The actual experimental values are a sample from this population. 

One important parameter of a sample is the average value. Given a set 

of n measurements, x1f x2,..., xn, the arithmetic mean or the sample mean, x, 

is defined by: 
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2 *< (D.1) 
i=1 

x = -
n 

The mean describes the center of the probability distribution and the average 

value of the sample. 

If we imagine a hypothetical population as containing a very large 

number of measurements, N, we can denote the corresponding average of the 

population by: 

N 

2 *< (D.2) 
i=1 

\x= 
N 

To distinguish between the sample and population quantities, we call ju. 

the population mean, and x the sample average. In general, a parameter like the 

mean fi is a quantity directly associated with the population, and a statistic like 

the average x is a quantity calculated from a set of data which is a sample from 

the population. The mean of the population is also called the expected value. 

The spread in a population is estimated by the standard deviation. The 

standard deviation of n measurements is defined as: 

n 

2 fa - x f (D.3) 
i=1 

n - 1 

For n independent measurements drawn from a continuous population with 
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mean /*, if the distribution of the sample average x is normally distributed, then 

the Central Limit Theory guarantees that the expected value of the 

measurement (mean of the population) will be within the interval: 

x - 1 . 9 6 - ^ - < \i ^x + 1 .96-^- (D.4) 
yfH ^ 

with probability 0.95.1 

It can be seen from Eq D.4 that as the sample set, n, gets larger and 

larger, the average, x, has a large probability of being closer and closer to the 

mean of the population, fi, i.e. the expected value. 

In the kinetic and microstructural studies of the interfacial intermetallic 

layers at solder/copper substrate interfaces, the thickness measurements of the 

intermetallic phases Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn were made using a digitizing tablet 

interfaced to a personal computer. Micrographs of the solder/copper interface 

region were placed on the digitizer pad and pairs of points representing a single 

measurement of the intermetallic thickness were recorded. A minimum of 100 

such measurements equally spaced along the interface were made for each 

thickness reported. This procedure results in high quality data that can be 

reliably analyzed with statistical significance. The distribution of the 

measurements, the average thickness, the standard deviation, and the 

maximum and minimum thickness values were calculated. One set of these 

thickness measurement analyses are summarized in Table 4.1. 

D.2. Simple Linear Regression 

If there is a linear relationship between two variables, then a simple linear 
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regression model can be used to fit the data. A simple linear regression model 

has the form: 

Yr p0 + ^ + e(. i = 1,2, •••, n (D.5) 

where Y ; is the value of the dependent variable for the ith measurement, X; is 

the value of the independent variable for the ith measurement, (30 is the 

intercept parameter, jSJ is the slope parameter, e; is an error term representing 

deviations of the ith measurement from the line jSo+ft X; , and n is the number 

of measurements. 

The parameters 0O and /3t are estimated by the method of least square 

fitting, which minimizes the squared distances of the measurements from the 

expected linear relationship. Choose b0 and to minimize 

s [ r, - (b0 • fc,x()] 

Once b0 and bj have been determined, the estimated regression equation 

becomes: 

Y, *= f»„ • b,X, ID'6) 

Equation D.6 is an approximation of the true relationship : Yj = |30+ &X,. 

R2, called the linear correlation coefficient, is calculated as:1 
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I)(y!-rf 
fl2=_£z1 (D.7) 

n 

h(Y,-Y)z 

i=1 

where Y; is the value of the dependent variable for the ith measurement, Y is 

the average mean of Y; (i = 1 to n), Yj* is the regression value which 

corresponds to Y;. R2 is a measure of the quality of the regression analysis and 

represents the fraction of the variation about the mean that is explained by the 

fitting. It is often used as an overall measure of the fit attained. The value of 

R2 is between 0 and 1. R2 is close to 1 if the independent variable explains a 

relatively large amount of variability in the dependent variable, i.e., there is an 

excellent linear correlation between the two variables, X; and Yf. 

The values of the diffusion coefficient for each intermetallic at a given 

temperature were calculated by measuring the thicknesses of the intermetallic 

layers and applying the standard diffusion model, Eq. 4.1. The excellent linear 

relationships between the variables in the model, described by the R2 values 

(generally greater than 0.9 except for the Ni composite solder, which was 

greater than 0.75), demonstrates that the model is valid. When calculating the 

activation energies, the linear correlation coefficients, R2, for the activation 

energy plots are all greater than 0.9. Again, the good linear fit indicates a valid 

model. 
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